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South Kensington
as Old Brompton Road, London, SWz eJS Telephone ol-581 2231

SALES OF MECHANICAL MUSIC

This orchestral interchangeable cylinder musical box by
George Baker was sold at Christie's South Kensington on

March 16. 1977 lor €2,800.

Provisional Sale Dates f.or 1977 :

]uly 20, September 28, December 7.

Entries welcome for the above sales (except July 20); closing dates two months

ahead of sale dates.

If you are thinking, of selling a Musical Box, Bariel Organ, Phonograph, Gramophone,
player Piano, early Radio or even an old Typewriter, please contact Christopher

Proudfoot at the address given above.



THE JOURNAL OF THE MUSICAL BOX SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITNN

WITH this special issue of ?he
Music Box we celebrate the Silver
Iqbilee of Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth IL The Muiical- Box
Society of Great Britain, on behalf
of its members in every corner of
the _world, extends to lier Maiesty
its loyal good wishes on the com-
pletion of her first 25 years.

Within this commemorative issue

in Hertfordshire.
There is also an illustrated fea-

ture _on, a very early changeable
cylinder box operating on the-glove-
hook principle and, to advance our
knowledge of early musical auto-

could well find himself standing
alongside the Kaufmanns, Blessings,
Vaucansons and like men of genius.

As a general rule, we try to avoid
featuring items which are sub-
sequently to be sold by auction for
the simple reason that the society
should have no part in commerce
as such. Only in the case of a most
ilteresting or outstanding item is
this practice varied. This was done
at the time when an early change-
able cylinder box was sold -at
Christie's South Kensington last
year. Now, fittingly, it is Sotheby's
Belgravia which offers an item of

warrant a pre_
of the plerodi-

rly outstanding

a David Bowers visited the
Editor on his return from Moscow
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is found on page 60.
Last summer, a number of our

American members spent a short
while in the Wilhelminapark in
Utrecht with the street organ dis-
play. This occasion is - relived
through the camera of ]udith
Howard, founder of the Mechanical
Organ Trust.

The ever-unfolding history ofthe instruments of mechanical
music rolls on as we discover yet
anofiher unrecorded instrumenf-
the Ullmaniphone organette.

_The problem which faces any
editor is always one of selection of
material. This particular issue con-
tains a good deal on mechanical
organs and pianos - rather more
than the normal balance would
dictate. This is solely because ttris
is the only material so far available
since several long-promised contri-
butions have, at the moment of
writing, failed to materialise.

Our increasingly world - wide
membership has already brought in
a great deal of valuable contribu-
tions of considerable interest to our
readers. By joining the elite ranks
of editorial contributors to The

sist in adding

tiJftff:*11:
The ever-increasing technolosv

which is being generatEd within offr
society is extremely satisfying to
behold. In the past week I have
talked to members who are making
combs, discs, cabinets and com--
ponents. The industry could be re-
born in our midst.

ARTHURWIGORD-HUME
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retractable organ pulled back fron
cylinder by lever. Sold Christies
South Kensington on March 16, 1977.
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with royal connections
THE celebration of the Silver [ubi-
lee of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth
II naturally turns one's thoughts to
royal musical boxes and tales there-
of.

For a start, there is the storY of
Max Wendland and the King's
Polyphon. ]ohn E T Clark re-
counted it at the start of his book
Musical Boxes (19i2). For those
who have not heard it before, it
stands retelling.

Max Wendland was the brother
of the man who invented the star-
wheel for disc musical boxes -Paul Wendland. Probably the last
of the pioneer Polyphon makers,
he was a native of Dresden and
came to England in 1893. He was
sent here to take charge of repairs
to Polyphon musical boxes and
Clark relates how in all his dealings
he was absolutely straighfforward'
He continued in business in Lon-

ROYAL
OCCASIONS

don as a repairer until he was over
80 years of age having started in
business on his own account in
Clerkenwell, heart of London's
clock and watch-making business,
in 1903. He died on ]anuarY 26,
195s.

But back to the storY. In the
early days of Polyphon, King Ed-
ward II had ordered an instrument
to be delivered to Marlborough
House. He was at this time Prince
of Wales (he reigned from JanuarY
22, L90L to May 6, 1910). Thq
Polyphon was an upright one and
had been fitted for pennY-in-the-

It transpired that the Prince

started the music and omitted to
turn the key back again, with the
result that the disc kept plaYing
until the mainspring ran down. One
hopes it was a good tune !

The Prince summoned an en-
gineer and Wendland was sent to
Marlborough House to stop the
music and to demonstrate how it
could be stopped and started at
will. The Prince, apparentlY,
laughed at the incident and Paid
Max Wendland for his troubles -with a cigar !

Music by (a) Handle . . .

The Editor found himself in
near-by Lancaster House a few
years ago at the invitation of the
old London Museum (formerly
Kensington Palace but now ab-
sorbed into the new Museum of
London) to try to induce music out
of some of the mechanical instru-
ments stored in the basement there.
One of these was a Pasquale street
piano with a repinned barrel bear-
ing the label " R Hall, Piano-Organ
Specialist, l9b Wilbury Grove,
Hove, 3 ".

Assuming Hove to be none other
than the merry seaside resort of

royal house, now used for imPort-
ant City functions and as a Yenue
for statelv events, was due for a

rude awaicening if the instrument
proved capable of rejuvenation.

After necessary adjustments in
the rather bare and echo-producing
corridors of the great house, the
keyframe was engaged with the
barrel and the handle turned in
earnest. Queen Victoria would in-
deed not have been amused. And
iudging by the afironted glances of
ttt"-tui!" number of the household
who came running to the base-
ment to find what the Dickens was
a-happening, the barrel Piano was
suddenly not very poPular. Said
piano now stands in the new
Museum where the sarne artizan is
summoned to tend its aged mech-
anism. Lancaster House, a RoYal
residence, has returned to nor-
mality. . .

Musical boxes have PlaYed quite

Glass-lidded Symphonion
One of the most
attractive of the
popular table-
model disc musi-
cal boxes must
be the ll3in (30
cm) Style 25. This
is a twin-comb
machine of the
familiar staggered
arrangement. But
the prime feature
of the model is
that it follows
cvlinder musical
bbx practice in
having a full inner
glass lidwhich can
close over the
works while play-
ing. Notice also
the carrying
handles to the
case. This one
was sold with 29
discs for f.440 at
Sotheby's Belgra-
via on 2nd Dec-
ember, 1975.
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"., 
,rnnor-,unt part in the ramifica-

tions of royalty across the world.
And what finer present to imPress
a king or a queen than a mechani-
cal musical instrument - the more
so if it played music known to be
a favourite of the recipient. Of
course, it was Queen Elizabeth the
First who, in 1599, sent a mechani-
cal organ to the Sultan of TurkeY.
Overlooking that reversed aspect
of traffick and the indiscretion of
an English queen in being involved
in trying to bribe an emperor to
show favour to a British trading
company, we should confine our-
selves at this time of intenselY
British commemoration to British
royalty and their musical boxes.
This means excluding, for example,
Maria Leszczinska who played
her barrel organ while her husband
King of France, Louis XV, dallied
with Madame de Pompadour, and
Ferdinand VI, the wise King of
Spain, who befriended Pierre
faquet-Droz and ordered large
numbers of watches and quite a

few exotic automata from him.
Which reminds one that |aquet-

Droz's son, Flenri Louis, established
such a name for himself that he
was received by King George III
who reigned for no fewer than 60
years.

Victorian musical boxes
Although Queen Victoria was

obviously closely associated with
the Great Exhibition of l85l which
was the brainchild of her husband
Prince Albert, she seems to have
shown little interest in mechanical
music. Albert, however, was appar-
ently appreciative of the mechanical
instruments which went into the
exhibition, in particular with the
" piping bullfinch ", a mechanical
singing bird. Both were presented
with various boxes which entered
the Royal collection.

Earlier, the son of George III,
later to become George IV, became
a patron of Flight & Robson's
great barrel and finger organ, the
Apollonicon. As Prince Regent, he
allowed his name to appear on all
the early concert bills from the date
of the instrument's premiere in
1817. Even after he acceded to the
throne in 1820 he remained patron.

Coming back, though, to Queen
Victoria, her Diamond jubilee was
not allowed to go unmarked by the
makers of musical boxes. Nicole
Freres, by then a London-based
company, introduced its ]ubilee
box the year before the commem-
oration in I8%. Royalty was
expressed in the names of other
Nicole boxes of the time - the
Princess sublime harmonie with
lTin cylinder, the l5in Royal, the

Imperial with lTin cylinder and the
enormous Price Edward of York
model which had cylinders 2lin
long by 3|in diameter.

The f ubilee model was not cheaP.
With one l6in cylinder it cost f,42

- at a time when the average wage
was only E2 per week. It did include
a 22-note Flutina accomPaniment
and you could buy extra cylinders
for f,10 12 0. each. Clark relates
that after Nicole Freres went out
of business early this century, theY
still had a stock of these boxes
left.

The daughter of King Christian
IX of Denmark married the elder

surviving son of Queen Victoria
who was to become Edward VII.
She lived at Buckingham Palace
where she kept her own collection
of musical boxes including one
which she ordered to be made
specially for her. This played
Mendelssohn's Songs W it ho ut
Words and was a forte-piano stYle
in a walnut case. Her husband, the
King, also owned several musical
boxes besides the infamous PolY-
phon.

The Royal musical boxes today ?

They survive in the various houses
of the Royal Family, but that is
the subject of another story . . .

French chamber organ

South Kensington.
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SUBLIME, HARMONIE
PLE,RODIE,NIQTJE,

ONE of th,e most interesting and rare types of musical
movement is this, the so-called " telescopic " type. The
idea was to enable the construction of a musical box
which would be capable of performing very long pieces
of music using the conventional pinned cylinder as its
programme.

Another solution to the same problem was the
helicoidal invented by Arthur junod-Turin (see Vol-
ume 7, page 174).

The plerodienique was devised by Albert ]eanrenaud
who was granted an American patent number 2661826
on October 31, 1882. This was assigned to M J Paillard

in New York. The comparable European patents are
assigned to Paillard in Switzerland who was respon-
sible for the construction of most of these unusual
pieces.

The first showing of the style was at the Industrial
Exhibition held in London in 1862 when it was
described as 'o the largest and most ambitious musical
box yet seen " in England. Two cylinders are mounted
on a common shaft en I gap
between them. Each c siop
playing and change via nging
cam in the normal way ue to
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its extended-play capability, they
change at slightly difterent times.

This means that both cylinders
play together for approximately
one revolution. One cylinder would
cease playrng and undergo the
normal type of snail-governed tune-
change whereupon it would resume
playing. Then the second cylinder
would stop playing and go through
the same procedure. Both cylinders
remain in continuous revolution
and are so arranged that the musi-
cal piece played may be as long as
the total time taken for the cvlinder
to undergo six or, usuaily; eight
tune-change sequences. This en-
ables a piece of music of up to
about seven minutes' duration to
be performed.

The gap between the two cylin-
ders is covered by a narrow loose
sleeve and during playrng the total
length of the two eylinders becomes

>t



shorter. At the end of the tune, both cylinders expand
back to the first-tune position and the mechanism
comes to a standstill.

It was this feature which gave the piece its
erroneous soubriquet " telescopic ". In truth, the
cylinders do not " telescope " : if they were to do this,

one would have to be of a difterent diameter to the
other.

The plerodienique has always been an expensive
piece and few are known today. The example pictured
here is unusual for the style and decoration of both
box and its superb stand. What is most interesting

&

,*.T:
n'bS

*
t ':!
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is that this must have formed a style since there is an
identical box in the Guinness collection in New York.
For comparison, details of this are illustrated on pa.ge
47L ol. Volrrme 3. The Guinness specimen bears a
tune-sheet which is identical except in the style of
lettering " Sublime Harmonie Plerodienique ". Both
bear the repeated legend " Rechange ", but tle
Guinness specimen carries in manuscript at the top
left the words " Nouveau Systeme Perfectionne'1 and
top right "|ouant des Ouvertures completes".

The Guinness specimen has a line in manuscript
below the name of the box whicfr reads: " Le sait
systeme permettant de iouer des ouvertures entires
sans intenuption ".

Both show the size of the movement as 15in : 27".
The Guinness specimen bears tteserial number 10n7,
and thc one shown herc 9735. Whereas the G'inness
one has six cylinders, this one has nine. Since the
cylinders are probably interchangeable (although the
word " rech'ange " does not necessarily indicate this -see pages 69-7lr, and since four cylinders alryear to
be common, it is useful to list these cylinders and
their programmes. Ihis is set out at the bottom of
this page. The letters in lnrenthesis indlcate which
cylinder is with which musical bo4 i.e. (G) -- Guin-
ness' (SB) : Sotheby's Belgravia where this piece is
at present The number which follows indicates which

cylinder it is on the tune-sheet, so (G)3, (SB)l means
third barrel on tle Guinness box and first on Sothe-
by's. The date following the name of the composer
is that of the first perfotmance of the music. The
Iatest date, that of the piece by Audran, is 1879.

The box illustrated here is not only of unusual shape
and case construction but inside the lid thcre is a
mirror - the silvering has striped somewhaT hence
the blemishes which appear on it in the pictrres

On page 63 of Volume 5 al{tears a picture of a
Plerdiehique in the collection of C H Thompson.
This specinen is marked as being made by G Mermod
and Bornand wift the additiond information that they
were " successenrs dAlbert Jeonrenau{ Ste. Croix,
Suisse ". Tte model illustrated here, and also' of
coutse, that in the Guinness collectionr are by PYF to
whom Jeanrenaud assigned hls patents. Horry did
Gustav Mermod come into the picture, or was fte

of
&

on
of the governor assembly.

T\e Sublime Hannonie Plerodimique illustrated
here is to be
on fune 29,
member Jon
pictures expr

TABLB OF TUNES
Diamants de la Couronne Outsertilre, Auber f84f (SB)I
Le Barbier de Slville Ouoerture, Rossini f8f6 (SB)2, (G)2
Semiramis Outserture, Rossini fY23 (SB)3, (G)3

Fra Diavolo Ouoerture, Arrber fy23 (SB)4
Inviation a la Valse rondo oalseWebet f8f9 (SB)5, (G)6
Guillaume-Tell Ourserture, Rossini f829 (SB)q (G)4tri | (sB)7, (c)5
| ," Meyerbeer 1859 Jt_I{ ch r88r | (sB)EL J'
I Valse brilliante Ch^-:- 'l

li'fi "M;;i-' dh;ii; I (sB)e

( Frevsehiitz Ouoerture Weber l82l ) ,^,,
I Geichichten aus dem Weiner \tald Strauss | 1r"r
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LEIPZIGER ORCHESTRION.
WERKE PAT]L LOSCHE

THE year 1902 was golden in Leip-
zig, Germany. The disc musical box
firms of Polyphon and Symphonion
were going full speed ahead, still
riding a crest of prosperity which
began in the late 1890s. At Apel-
strasse No 4 in Eutritzch, a suburb
of Leipzig, the firm of Ludwig Hup-
feld had been in its new factory for
three years and already was out-
growing the facility, so great was
the demand for the firm's player
pianos, coin operated electric
pianos, and orchestrions.

Also in Leipzig in 1902, Hugo
Popper, a gentleman whose spec-
tacular success with the exportation
of Polyphon and other music bo"es
in the 1890s had built him a for-
tune. was busier than ever with the
sale of all sorts of automatic musi-
cal instruments which he shipped
to virtually every cultural centre in
Europe, not to overlook such far-
flung places as Turkey, India, and
even China. Recumbent in the
trappings of luxury, Hugo Popper's
tastes turned to fine cigars, wine,
and women - which eventuallv

bV Q David Bowers
(in 1910) led to his death from "too
much of the good life ", according
to a comment made to the author
by his surviving son, Hanns Popper.

Indeed, Leipzig was the auto-
matic musical instrument centre of
the world. More than a dozen
firms were headquartered there pro-
ducing just about everything from
tiny hand-cranked music boxes
which were childs' toys to mam-
moth orchestrions weighing several
tons.

Impressive orchestrions
In this auspicious arena of

activity Paul Lcische on October 2,
1902, founded the Leipziger Orch-
estrionwe,rke (" Leipzig Orchest-
rion Works "). The formal com-
pany name was seldom used, and
in later years the products were
m,arketed just under the name of
Paul Lcische.

Among the first items produced
in the 1903-1904 years were large
and impressive orchestrions many
stand,ing eight to nine feet tall or
highe,r, sold un'der the Titania

name. Roll-operated, these instru-
ments featured a piano, mandolin
attaohment, one or more ranks of
pipes, and percussion effects. The
cabine'ts were works of Victorian-
style elegance and more often than
not featured inset wood panels with
rich burled walnut surfaces. color-
ful art glass, electrically illumina,ted
stajtues, and sometime,s a ro:tating
" wonder light ". Later, backlighted
paintings with moving scenic feat-
ures, " motion picture effects ",
were introduced.

Mention the name Lcische to
someone in the trade during the
early 20th century and chances are
the firm would elicit little or no
recognirti,on. And yet trhe factory
was turning out large and impres-
sive or,chestrions by the dozens.
Why the disparity ? The reason is
that Paul Lcische mainlv did con-
traot manufacturing during the
early years 

- making large orch-
estrions under diffe,rent trademarks
with no ment,ion of the Lcische
name. For example, in Great Brit-
ain the Harper Piano Company

aa

Model I orchestrion, also known as the Titania II,
has a large metal statuette on the front and the catalog
description refers to " illuminated side panels . . . and
charming lighting effects. Wonderful and strong
music replacing the best concert or dance orchestra ".
Claimed to be the most popular Liische orchestrion.
Above is the largest model, the style 50, only a few
of which were made. The basis r{:rs an overstrung
piano with the addition of eight pipe registers and
percussion. An automatic tune-changer was featured.
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sold many Lcische pianos and orch-
estrions under the Harper trade-
mark, with no mention of Lcische.
In Manchester, England, Peter
Yepe,tto sold a large number of
Lcis,ohe orchestrions under his own
name in the l910 - l9l4 years. Here
again Losche was not mentioned. In
fact, apparently Lcisohe furnished
Yepetto, Harper, ] M Bon (a Leip-
zig music retailer), and other firms

with cuts and illustra,tions to assist
them in preparing elaborate cata-
logues - but without the Lcische
name.

Indeed, this Lcische anonymity
has extended even until modern
times. When I was preparing the
Encyclopedia of Automatic Musical
Instruments (published in I972)
virtually no mention or delineation
of Ldsche instruments had appeared
in collectors' publications previous-
ly. It was a real task to sort through
original photo,graphs, catalogues,
and the ike to sort out what instru-
ments were actuallv made bv
Losche. Eventually this was done,
and an enumeration of some of the
firm's most popular products begins
on page 49] of that reference.

Recognition too late
During the teens and early 1920s

Lcische changed its marketing phil-
osophy somewhat and began pro-
ducing instruments, mainly of the
keyboard style (often witrh a tall
case extension on top containing
pipes and other effects), with its
own n,ame, Paul Liische, inlaid in
brass or inscribed on a plaque. At
least, Lcische achieved recognition!
But, the recogni;tion came too late.
By the 1920s the market for coin-
operate'd electric pianos and orch-
estrions had fallen oft sharply. Sales
were mainly confined 

- io the

countries of Germany and Belgium,
particularly the latter. For some
reaso'n, Belgium was not in step
with 'the rest of the world so far
as automatic musical instruments
were co'ncerned, and the market
for larger instruments remained
active there long past the time it
had ceased to be important in other
former markets such as England
and America. This in a wav is
beneficial to collectors today, for
many of the surviving Losche in-
struments trace their ancestry to
restaurants and other locations in
Belgium, where they were once
popular and very plentiful.

Within Germany itself L6sche
maintained showrooms and concert
salons in Essen, Berlin, and its
home city of Leipzig. Each of
these locations featured a variety
of player pianos, coin operated
pianos and orchestrions which
could be tried out, seen, and heard
by prospective patrons. In other
countries, as noted, sales were
accomplished through agents.

A number of Lcische instruments
survive in collections today. The
most plentiful is the Flute and
Viotin Solo Piano, which apparently
was made in fairly large quantit es
in the 1920s. Produced in several
variations. most have violin and
flute pipes for solo arrangements
with the accompaniment of piano
and a mandolin attachment. Some

Top left: the proportions of the Titania with David
Bowers looking up. Left is the Flute and Violin Solo

Piano. Several varieties of this were made including
models with a rank of clarinet pipes or a xylophone.
Above is the electric piano with mandoline " with
music sheets rolling back automatically ". Among the
smallest Ltische instrument made, this one weighed

430 kg (950 lb). The electric lights on the front fall
have glass-bead shades as characteristic of the period.
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Left is the metal plaque which was originally affixed
to a Liischre wallbox. Below is the Model'II Violin
Piano with piano, mandolin, violin pipes and, some-
times, flute pipes. " Suitable for cofiee houses, restaur-
ants, and private drawing rooms " says the catalogue.
Below this is a view of the instrument with the front
removed revealing details of the assembly. The main
chest is marked " I ".

elekrrische

Crcltnninns.Piilncs

A^,
&1";nzis-t!g:$

The Model B Artist's Piano, above, was an instrument
which played hand-played r
a reproducing instrument.
as a " high quality piano
mechanisms which permit
from pianissimo to fortissimo ".
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examples have a rank of clarinet
pipes as well. Still others have a
xylophone added. These were once
very popular in Belgium and many
dozens, if not a hundred or more,
saw use there.

Three examples of the Model 2
Titania, an early orchestrion pro-
duced in the f903 - f9l0 years, are
known to me today - indicating
that this must have been a very
popular model origin'ally. This
assumption is verified by the
appearance of the Ti'tania in many
difterent dealers' c'atalogues. Num-
erous keyboard style Lcische pianos
with mandolin attachment also
survive. These were a basic
nickelodeon piano and saw wide use
throughout Germany and Belgium
in the 1920s. At leas't two dozen
of Ohese are known to me, and
und,oubtedly others exist as well.

One that got away . . .
Among larger Lcische o,rchest-

rions, an instrument somewhat
resemibling a model 30, but with
notable case diffenences. was s€en
by me five years ago in a shutte,red
Belgian cafe. It had been converted
years earlierto play Popper rolls
by Eugene DeRoy. This was during
the 1930s when rolls for early
large Lcische orchestrions were not
readily available, but Eugene De-
Roy, who owned the Symphonia
Roll Company in Antwerp, Bel-

gium, was producing Popper
orchestrion rolls in large numbers

- so many i,nstrument owners
made the conversion. The large
Lcische onchestrion suffered from
neg,lect and disuse. Perhaps some-
day a collector will recover it, re-
convert it back to Losohe rolls, and
it will play with its original mag-
nificence once again.

T,he largest of all Lijsche orch-
estrions is the model 50. The
original catalogue describes this as
a " splendid orchestrion for concert
and dancing. This instrument in
an imposing, architectonic perfect
and beautiful case in oak of any
desired color, provided with artist-
ically luminous eftects and finest
faceted mirrors, performs, owing
to its richness in instruments a
sublime, varying music, fullsound-
ing, and sonorous, replacing there-
fore fully a musical band. The
instrument contains a cross-stringed
piano, the following pipe registers :

violins, violin - flutes, Viennese
flutes, piccolos, cello, tuba, trum-
pets, trombones, besides kettle-
drum and drum, Chinese cymbal,
tambourine, xylophone, mandolin,
and tinkling cymbal-harps ". The
dimensions are given as ll ft 5 ins
hig,h by l0 ft 7 in wide by 4 ft deep.
Leonard Grymonprez of Belgium
once told me that he sold an instru-
ment of this style to a collection in
Germany. I ,have not verified the
present location of this, but if it

still exists thjs would be the largest
extant Losche style. In addition,
I once owned the mirror front
panel from a Lcjsche model 50, the
instrument itself having been
destroyed decades ago.

Strange similarities
Certain Lcische orches'trion cases

are a puzzlement. For example, the
model 50 quite closely resembles
in general outline the same style
as the popular Hupfeld Helios IV.
Other types of Lrisohe instruments
resemble in several instances the
case designs of Popper and Philipps
orchestrions. Whether this situa-
tion is due to several firms taking
advantage of a good design or
whether materials were ordered
from a common source is not
known. But, the resemblances are
too close to be mere coincidence.

In the 1920s Lcische produced a
series of modern appearing instru-
ments. The model 4 Salon Piono
O r c h e s t r i o n is a keyboardless
cabinet style unit which might have
found its ideal use in a speakeasy
or cabaret. One of these is known
to me, a specimen which turned up
in Europe last year. The paucity
of other examples of this style and
other modernistic case formats
Ieads me to conclude that only
limited nurnbers were sold.

In 1928 Lcische introduced the
lazz Band, a keyboard style orch-

The Xylophon-Mandolinen-Piano, left, was, like the
mandolin piano on page 61, intended to be operated
from a coin wall-box. This one had an " elegant case

in oak and mahogany of every demanded colour " and
included a " well modulating mandolin and xylophon".
It was also said to be available with " light effects of
all sorts, if demanded ".

The Model D Artist's Piano shown on the right was
a slightly more elaborate version of the Model B

shown on the facing page. The case of this one was
in mahogany and was, by comparison with the other
model, a de luxe instrument indeed.
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estrion with an extension on top
featuring percussion eftects. In the
centre was mounted a large bass
drum, the head of the bass, drum
being visible through a circular
porthole and having painted figures
on it. At the same time, the early
wide-spaced format used on Lcische
orchestrion piano rol;ls were drop-
ped in favor of a new nine-to-the-
inch style (in conformance with the
wo,rld standard for player pianos).
Th,ree of these 1928 Losche ins;tru-
ments are known to rne, and I have
heard rumors of a fourth. So. sales

o'f these must have been fairlv
good, even considering that 192-8
was at the very tail end of the
orohestrion business.

The exact date of Liische's clos-
ing is n,ot known, but it p,robably
was around 1930. The aforemen-
tioned Jazz Band orchestrion is the
latest Lijsche product known to
me.

From a collecto,r's view,po,int
today, Lcische pianos and or,chest-
rions are extremely well built, on
the rugged side. Roy Haning, an
Ohio, USA friend of mine who has

rebuilt orchestrions of manv differ-
ent makes, rates Lcische'ai his all
time favorite so far as construction
is concerned - quite a compliment.
Likewise. others who have rebuil,t
Lcische instruments have been
quite pleased with the procedure
and the ultimate results.

The several dozen Liis,che instru-
ments which remain today stand as
a tribute to one of Leipzig's lesser
known, but nonetrheless impor,tant,
fir'ms. which flourished duning the
" gol'don age of automatic musical
instru.ments ",

The Harper Electric
Piano Company

The Editor loohs a,t its history
Bowers
London
g !q the

fore recollections of a one-time
great importer of electric pianos.

There were two comPanies in the
piano business with the name of
Harper. Thomas Harper was in
business as a piano maker, instru-
ment dealer and music seller at 498
Hornsey Road " bY the Midland
Station;'. His business was founded
in 1880.

Whether or not he was in anY
manner concerned with the second

C Harper
s was de-
" Premier

pianos and plaYers ".
At the Brewers' Exhibition held

durins October of 1906 at the
Aericirltural Hall in Islington, both
Mlssrs Keith, Prowse and also the
Harper Electric Piano ComPanY
showed penny-in-the-slot and elec-
trically-dliven mechanical pianos.

Street in the West End. At the
time of the comPanY's exhibition
at Earls Court in 1907 it was
described as having " the finest
warehouse in North London "'

An announcement in the trade
DaDers during October of f909
itaied that 'ithe HarPer Electric
Piano Co. Lim of 258 HollowaY

relinquished ttre
Neue I-eiPziger

ers will also have
securing bargains

in Musetta piano players anct
player pianos ".

What happened next is not too
clear, but in August of 1910 it was
announced that the company had
been voluntarily wound up. How-
ever, it appears that the business
was reformed under the same name.
for in the l9l4 Music Trades
Directory we find it listed at the
same address as " Electric pianos,
pianos, importers (of) electric piano

Straightening
bent teeth

ONCE in a while you will find on
a musical box which has suffered
a run or some similar damage that
the comb has one or two teeth
which may be bent up. Occasion-
ally, you may find one which is
bent down. One waY of straighten-
ing a tooth like this is the waY the
makers used to do it - dressing it
bv tapping on the top of the tooth
with 

-in -anvil underneath. This
works in about six cases out of
every ten, so that the risk of broken
teeti heaped up under the work-
bench is fairly high.

An alternative method is to use
a soldering iron to relieve and then
replace the temper. It works verY
well. Here's how to do it.

Select an electric soldering iron
with a clean copper bit large
enoush to work on the tooth with-
out iouching the adiacent one.
Don't use too small a one as it
will take too long to heat the
tooth.

Start by coating the tooth with

player, sole importers Musetta
player ".

In 1925, the company was styled
The Harper Piano Co, Ltd and
listed as importers of player pianos.
And Thomas Harper, the piano
maker in Hornsey Road felt it
necessary to underline his first
name in all his advertisements to
avoid confusion.

That is about the sum total of
my information on the Harper
Electric Piano Co, but three years
ago Douglas Berryman met a man
who had worked for the company
for some years and who agreed to
provide some information. Perhaps
Mr Berryman could ask this gentle-
man to add to the storv.

soldering flux or a proprietarY
fluid such as Baker's. Now push
the tooth down by an amount
equal to about twice the amount
the tooth is out of alignment. In
other words, if it is sticking up
3mm, then push it 3mm below the
other tooth tips.

Heat up the soldering iron and
charge the tip of it with solder and
now carefully proceed to tin the
top surface of the tgoth. Work on
th- top surface whether the tooth
has to be bent up or down. As
soon as the solder starts to take to
the tooth surface, take the iron
away, but keep the tooth held down
for a few moments. When You
release it, you should find that it
has moved back into alignment.
Short, thick teeth may need several
attempts before theY resume their

iob bY carefullY
d solder oft the
carefully remove

all traces of soldering flux - it is
highly corrosive. Finally paint the
comb in paraffin oil and wiPe it oft
with a clean rag.

You will find that the tone of the
tooth will not have been aftected
bv this treatment and, most im-
portant, the tooth will now staY in
ilignment ! BRIAN ETCHES
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THE, TJLLMANIPHONE,
FOLLOWING the article on page 100 of Volume

7 concerning Charles IJlmann, a new machine

has come to light-the Ullmaniphone. From
Belgium, member G Mathot writes :

" In your very interesting article concerning
Messrs Ullmann you mention the musical boxes
which this company produced. I found this
doubly interesting for, besides learning something
about Ullmann, I have in my collection a small
organette with the Ullmann trade mark which
bears the name Ullmaniphone. I have never

come across any reference to this instrument nor
do I know anybody else who has one. Perhaps
other collectors would be interested to know of
the existence of such a machine and maybe some-

body can tell us more about my strange organ-
ette. I am enclosing some photographs which I
hope will be of interest ".

Mr Mathot's pictures show this unusual l8-note in-
strument with the key-frame clamp lifted. The endless
bands of cardboard pass through a slot in the belly of
the instrument and are 167 mm (6 *'/,,, in) wide. The
crank handle advances the music by means of friction
rollers and, from its far end, operates the suction
exharrsters in the lower part of the case. The equalising
reservoir is actually above the slot through which the
music passes, connected with the exhausters via a wind-
way in the back. In playing, the two small catches visible
in the picture support the crank side of the top and
bottom by bridging the music slot.

The action is similar to the Ariston or other key-type
organette in that the music holds the spring-loaded keys
down. When a slot is presented, the key rises through
it, so admitting atmospheric pressure to the reed and
causing it to sound.

The overall dimensions are 27 cm high, 30 cm wide,
and 28 cm from front to back. Mr Mathot has 20 tunes
with the Ullmaniphone numbered from 4 to 194.

There is a number of patents for organettes operating
on this principle but so far the patent remains untraced.
No British patents have been traced in the name of
Ullmann and the existence of the Ullmaniphone deepens
the mystery as to who made Ullmann goods.
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THOMAS WEEKS'
ORGAN CABINET

ONE of the paradoxical figures in
London in the early years of the
l9th century was Thomas Weeks.
What he was is uncertain. for he
is known almost equally well in the
fields of automata, musical instru-
ments, mechanical musical instru-
ments, cabinet-making and clock-
making. All are subjects which
required a lengthy indenture and it
is unlikely that he was a master at
all if, dare one sugg,est, any.

Of course, Weeks is best recalled
for his museum - Weeks's Mech-
anical Museum to give it its con-
temporary title. John Timbs (Curio-
sities of London), writing in 1867,
says that this was established
" about l8l0 ", but references are
to be found in the newspapers as
early as 1802. But Timbs provides
us with much extra detail. Week's
rooms at 3 and 4 Tichborne Street,
contained a grand room designed
by no less than lames Wyatt. The
ceiling was painted by Biagio
Rebecca (who died in 1808) and
Henry Singleton (who died in 1839).

In this fine building, Thomas
Weeks exhibited all manner of
treasures ranging from two temples
seven feet high and supported by
16 elephants and the lot embel-
lished with 1700 pieces of jewellery,
down to an automaton spider, the

famous silver swan (now in the
Bowes Museum), musical boxes,
musical cabinets, musical organs,
watches and clocks.

One item from the Weeks
Museum is the handsome organ
cabinet seen here and now pre-
served in the Bowes Museurn bv
courtesy of whom these picturei
are reproduced. This undoubted
masterpiece of cabinetwork houses
a spring-driven barrel organ which
incorporates some rather unusual
features.

The keyframe, which has en-
graved at the left end the word
" Forte " and " Pia " at the other,
proclaims " Thos. Weeks Tichborne
Street London" in the centre. There
are 2I keys but only 19 of these
are playing keys. Until the organ
is examined it is not possible to be
certain what the other two are for.
although the right-hand one can be
seen to engage a continuous bridge
across the barrel near to and
slightly before the end-of-tune
position (barrel at the top in
playing position) and to be engaged
by separate pins arranged not quite
in a line at a during-play position
in the lower barrel. Below the bar
on the top barrel is written on the
barrel paper : " When/changed/ let
the/key slip/over this/piece ofl
brass/and no/farther ".

The four dials on the mechanism
should be compared with the four
dials on the chain-wound fusee
motor of the Flight & Robson

machine organ described on pages
246-249 of Volume 6. The top dial
is marked " Slower-Faster ". The
centre one indicates numbers one to
L2 for the tune selection being
played (and again bears the maker's
name and address). The lower left is
marked "Continua" and allows the
tune to be repeated ad libitum. The
lower right one is somewhat a
mystery since it is marked, like the
keyframe, " pia" and " forte ".

Chalacteristic of the early mech-
anical organs, the barrel is made to
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lift in and out from the front after
the manier depicted in Plate 24 of
the Atlas to Nouueau Manuel Com-
plet du Fqcteur d'Orgues (Ilamel,
Paris, 1849).

The instrument has no tune list.
but Miss Sarah Medlam of the
Department of Furniture & Wood-
work advises that she has heard it
play God Saoe the Kireg "somewhat
gaspily "

When the organ is restored, many
of the intriguing aspects of its con-
struction will become apparent. A
similar organ mechanism, also
bearing the name Weeks, was sold
two years ago when the Vaux col-
lection, Ilchester, was broken up.
An exciting prospect is that pipe
organs fitted with an expression
system such as found on harrnon-
iums are now known to have been
built by a number of mechanical
organ makers around the 1800-1830
period. Proposed by Grenie, illust-
rated and described by Hamel in
the work previously mentioned,
and described in numerous con-

temporary writings, only one such
instrurnent positively survives and
this one was built by Winkel in
Amsterdam. The organ is in the
National Museum in Utrecht await-
ing restoration and is fitted with
devices for arranging the pipes to
be overblown (by limiting the bel-
lows reservoir just before the spill
valve opens), and by closing the
reservoir off completely, both
effects being brought in and out at
will from the barrel pinning.

Weeks's system may not be so
sophisticated as that to be seen on
Winkel's organ in Holland, but has
he provided his pipe organ with an
expression system ? It remains to
be seen.

The question " who built this
Thomas Weeks organ " may seem
redundant, but in the light of what
scant knowledge we have of Weeks,
it seems unlikely that he construc-
ted the organ or even the handsome
cabinet. Like many before and after
him, he most likely had them
manufactured for his exhibition

with his name on. One is left \Mith
a nagging suspicion that that very
hazy figure Beloudi (spelled, discon-
certingly, Belloudi, Beloudy and
Belloudy in various places) may
have been a talented builder of
mechanical organs who made items
for Cox. Cox was a clockmaker -that is almost certainly so. After
the death of Cox, a number of his
items went to Weeks, among them
the celebrated Perpetual Motion
clock which Weeks modified, and
then put his own name to. Was
the name Thos. Weeks on the
Bowes Museum organ coeval with
the making of the piece, or might
it have been added later ? And are
cabinet and organ coeval ?

The cabinet is virtually identical
with a George III satin wood and
sabicu secretaire cabinet formerly
in the collection of Matha Baird
Rockefeller and sold at Sothebys,
NeW York, on October 16, 197I,
for $6,000, (See illustration on page
348 of Art at Auction 1971-72
published by Thames & Hudson).

THE MANIVE,LLE
MUSICAL toys proliferated from
about 1860 onwards, reaching a
climax with the many fine examples
of German inventiveness which
came from Berlin and Leipzig
around 1880 up to the outbreak of
the First World War. Most of
these were reed instruments. that
is to say that they worked by blow-
ing or sucking air through vibrating
metal reeds. Variants of these toys
were still being made in the 1930s
and the musical spinning top is an
example of this category with which
many are no doubt still familiar.
Another was the little stvlised
cathedral folded up from screen-
printed tinplate. Turning a handle
blew air through a slowly-rotating
plate fitted with sets of reeds, each
set playing a chord. The sound was
a surprisingly authentic representa-
tion of the sort of sounds which
might emerge from a church.

But the very first musical box for
children was a French invention
and it was a well-engineered solu-
tion to the problem of placing in
the characteristically carefree and
careless hands of the young a piece
of mechanism as delicate as that of
a cylinder musical box. It was in
1857 that Auguste L'Epee of Saint-
Suzanne contrived the little hand-
turned musical box for children.
He called it a manirselle and so
great was the success which fol-
lowed its introduction that within
four years he had to double his

entire production capacity just for
these little circular boxes.

This period was a bad one for
the Swiss industry which was now
facing serious competition from
the rapidly-expanding French tech-
nolog5i. Soon Geneva was making
manivelles and later even the
Germans were making hand-
cranked versions of boxes. Al-
though the manivelle was originally
a cylinder movement, the smaller
sizes of the German disc machine
were made without spring motors
so that they could be produced
cheaply enough to sell as hand-
cranked toys.

As invented by L'Epee, and pro-
duced for more than half a century,
the manivelle comprised a die-cast
be dplate apprirximately three
inches in diameter. Although in
later models, this bedplate was in
fact the bottom of the drum-shaped
box itself, earlier examples had a
lighter, simplified bedplate fixed to
a wooden disc which formed the
case bottom. The one-piece comb,
complete with lead tuning weights
on the bass and the sophistication
of dampers, was screwed to this and
cast-in arbor supports carried the
cylinder. This was mounted plainly,
i.e. it had no facility for snail-type
lateral movement, but could still
play as many as two or sometimes
even four tunes per full revolution.
It was quite possible to play long

melodies by having a cylinder of
large diameter. The cylinder was
driven by a worm screw engaging
in the great wheel. This protruded
through the lid of the case and
terminated with a little crank
handle fitted with a porcelain knob.
A very simple dog-type clutch en-
sured that the worm would onlv
respond to clockwise turning ani
prevented damage to the comb
teeth by any attempt at turning
the wrong way.

In 1886, |ohn Manger of Geneva
patented improvements to the
manivelle (these are covered in
British Patent No. 2241 of that
year). Other models were produced
with a dancing doll on top: these
had wooden cases and were usually
rectangular.

Although the circular, drum-like
stlle continued right to the end of
manivelle production, rectangular
models were also introduced which
featured coloured paintings on the
lids. Although L'Epee's drum
models all had pressed metal sides
with a regular lyre-type motif, the
tops were usually formed of ttrick
card or thin wood with a printed
label stuck on.

For the purist, all true manivelles
have to be French and all by L'Epee
or factored from his manufacturv
by Thibouville-Lamy in Paris. Bu1
they may not necessarily be drum-
shaped. And the Swiss later copied
both the style and technology.
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HENRI METERT
by Suzanne Maurer

WHEN John Clark wrote about Henri M6tert, he said he had
worked for Nicole Freres since the age of 1t and that his father
and grandfather were musical box makers. He was also an
accomplished watercolour artist and his paintings adorn many
Nicole inside lids. M6tert's name turns up occasionally as a
maker, but ahich Henri M6tert ? There were three Henri
M6terts and by evidence now revealed, the M6terts should
probably have never been called that at all . . .

ALTHOUGH the trend was for
musical box makers such as Piguet,
Capt, Aubert, &c, to come from the
Vallee de Joui (Canton of Vaud)
and settle in Geneva, the M6terts
were natives of Geneva. Although
the members of the M6tert family
were not numerous, it is difficult
to determine with any certainty
which particular maker we are con-
cerned with. Matters are not made
any easier by the custom of that
time which meant that the father
transmitted to his son not only
his profession but also his usual
Christian name !

As you will see, there remain
some question marks regarding
these Genevese musical box
makers, the M6terts, but the re-
search undertaken so far will serve,
nevertheless, to Point out some
interesting facts.

In total there were three Herci
M6terts, makers of musical'boxes,
in Geneva :

l. Isaac-Henri (1801-1855)

2. facques-Antoine-Henri
(1854-1933)

3. Edouard-Henri (1856-1899)

To these three, one could add :

4. Marc-Barth6l6my (1823-1899)

The relationships between these

four M6terts are given in figure l.
l. Henri M6tert and David Lang.

dorft

Isaac-Henri, called Henri M6tert,
only just missed bearing the name
of Henri Ast ! Effectively, in 1823,
one finds among the birth-certifi-
cates for the Canton of Geneva (I
translate) :

Correction of Isaac Henry
M6tert's birth-certificate from
'12 Pluviose an IX' (: date).

. . . by Tribunal .judgement it
has been ordered that the follow-
ing sentence of Isaac Henry
M6tert's birth-certificate .,
i.e. :

" Birth-certificate of Issac Henry
Ast, born on the llth Pluviose
at eleven o'clock a.m., son of
Gottlieb Ast, calico printer*, and
of Antoinette M6tert, his wife ".

will be cancelled and replaced
by the following one :

" Birth-certificate of Issac Henry
M6tert, born on the llth
Pluvoise at eleven o'clock a.m.,
son of Jeanne Antoinette M6tert,
unmarried..."
At that time. Geneva was under

the French occupation and the date
" onze Pluvoise an neut " (llth
Pluvoise, year IX) corresponded to
the " 3lst January 1801 ". So, Issac-
Henry, son of Gottlieb Ast and
]eanne-Antoinette M6tert, bore his
mother's name and was known
under the name of Henri M6tert.

Until 1823, we lose trace of him.
We only know that his mother
died in l8ll at the age of 40 when
living in the Rue des Corps-Saints
(at Saint-Gervais, a district of
Geneva). Henri was then only 10
years old.

On April 12, 1823, Henri M6tert,
described as a "mechanic", married
Henriette Noyer, aged 19, who gave
him a son named Marc-Barth6l6my
on the 27th of the same month.

We will now trace the life of the
family of Henri M6tert/Noyer,
which grew until there were five
children (three boys and two girls),
at the following addresses success-
ively : Rue des Boulangers no 138,
Rue Cornavin no l, Quai de I'Isle
no .245 and Rue du Terraillet no
178. Henri was still described as
a mechanic and worked alone.

It was not until l8zt4 that address
directories indicated " M6tert &
Langdorff, rue Coutance 140 ",
Henri M6tert had therefore asso-
ciated with another well-known
musical box maker: David Lang-
dorff (born 1804-died 1873).

At the Great Exhibition held at
the Crystal Palace in 1851, Mdtert
and Langdorff, who exhibited
" musical boxes playing 6 tunes,
mandolin musical box .",t ob-
tained an award. In 1852, an ex-
tract of an official deed, signed
"Henri M6tert et David Langdorft",
stated that (I translate) :

. . . the Society that has existed
until now, under the registered
name of M6tert and Langdorff,
for the manufacturing of musical
boxes, is dissolved as from today
(i.e. on September 29, 1852) . . .

David Langdorff carried on his
activity at the same address as the
one used by the dissolved partner-
ship, i.e. " rue Coutance no 140 ".
M6tert, however, lived only three
more years and died on fune 3,
1855, at Lancy (a suburb of Gen-
eva), at the age of 54 years.

To sum up, Issac Henri called
Henri M6tert lived from 1801 to
1855 and was associated with David
Langdoft from about 18214 to 1852.
II. Henri M6tert and the Nicole

Frbres
A letter'? from London, dated

25 June, 1906, with the heading
" METERT & Co., 26 years with
NICOLE Frdres, 22 Ely Place,

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN TTIE FOUR METERTS,
MAKERS OF MUSICAL BOXES

Isaac-Henri METERT/NOYER
(1801-1855)

I

Marc-Barth6ldmy M/CHAPPUIS
(1823-1899)

cHovIN (1854-1933)

[acques-Antoine-Henri M/
Edouard-Henri M/

(1856-1899)

Moise-Frangois M/VUILLE
(1827-1900)

" M " stands for METERT' the stroke is the wife's familv

t " indienneur " in French.



Holborn Circus. London E.C. "
reads :

Dear Sirs,

We beg to inform you that we
have this day transferred our
business as Repairers of all kinds
of Musical Boxes and Talking
Machines to' 22 Ely Place, (the
old premises of Nicole Frdres
Ltd.).

Our Mr M6tert has been
associated with Messrs Nicole
Frdres as manager of their Swiss
Musical Box Repair Department
for the past twenty years, and
our Mr Meitzner has also been
many years in the said firm's
employ in charge of the Poly-
phon and other Disc Musical
Boxes and Talking Machine
Repairs Department.

(signed) METERT & CO.
Moreover, an interesting advertise-
ment was printed on the letter
which read :

REPAIRS of Swiss Musical
Boxes, Polyphons, Symphonions,
Reginas, Harmonias - Phono-
graphs and Disc Talking Mach-
ines - Automatic and Mechani-
cal Machines - Organettes -Singing birds; Estimates Free.
If the letter of M6tert & Co gives

us much interesting information, it
gives no data allowing us to deter-
mine who is this "Mr M6tert" who
worked with Nicole Frdres. How-
ever, thanks to research already
made in London and among them
the article written by Mr Keith
Harding on Charles Eugdne Brun,
" The man who bought Nicole
Frdres ", and published in The
Music Box, vol7, No 8, 1975, p 294-
296, I think that the man in quest-
ion is Jacques-Antoine-Henri called
Henri M6tert, born on August I,
I854, at Carouge (a suburb of
Geneva). In any case it cannot be
Isaac-Henri M6tert, his grandfather
and D Langdorft's associate, as he
was born in l80l and died in 1855!

This unusual key-
wind forte-piano
musical box is
numbered 4444
and is stamped
H Metert on the
bedplate. Four
tunes are played
and the tune sheet
is printed in
German (" Vier
Stuck ") and let-
tered with titles
in German. The
cylinder is 8in
long and the item
was formerly in
the de Vere Green
collection.

facques-Antoine-Henri was the
son of 'Marc-Barth6l6my Mdtert
and Frangoise-f eanne n6ethappuis.
Marc-Barth6l6my himself was none
other than the son of Issac-Henri
M6tert and Henriette n6e Noyer.

Marc-Barth6l6my M6tert, born
on April 27, 1823, in Geneva, fol-
lowed the example of his father
and also became a musical box
maker. However, it seems that his
career was less bright than that of
his father's. He must have always
worked for other musical box
m a k e r s - Baptiste-Antoine B16-
mond could have been one of them

- as did his many children, except
]acques-Antoine-Henri of course.
Marc-Barth6l6my, married Fran-
qoise-jeanne nde Chappuis in 1853,
had no fewer than two boys and
six girls, and died in Geneva on
February ll,1899.

In turn, ]-A Henri M6tert mar-
ried, in Geneva, on September l,
1877, Miss Adrienne Chovin who
had just given him a boy, Louis-
Marc, on fanuary 15 of the same
year. In May 1878 was born their
second child, a girl called Emilia-

Andrienne. In 1877179 Henri
Mdtert lived at Rue des PAquis no
3, the same address as his father.

Curiously, the Passport Directory
of Geneva does not mention any
passport delivered to ]-A Henri,
although the population census
from 1882 to 1903 states that he
was in London as " a worker on
musical boxes ", and then we lose
his trace.

Nevertheless, as you see, this
information tempts us to suppose
that the " Mr M6tert " who suc-
ceeded the Nicole Frdres and died
at the age of 80 years in 1933 in
England, was eftectively Jacques-
Antoine-Henri called Henri M6tert.

III. Henri M6tert and Louis Petite
There now remains the mvsterv

of M6tert and Petite !

On the lst ]anuary, 1878 was
founded the partnership " M6tert
& Petite ", for the manufacturing
of musical boxes, between Messrs
Henri M6tert, musical box maker,
and Louis Petite, accountant. The
registered offices of the firm were
in its workshops: Rue f J Rousseau
no 20. The foundation deed stated
that M6tert brought " his tools and
equipment " (value : Sw Frs 3500),

l. Extract from the Official Catalogue
of the Great Exhibition, London,
1851, Volume 3, Switzerland, ref-
erence number 97 in the list of
exhibitors :

METERT & LANGDORF (sic),
Geneva, Manufacturers.
Musical boxes, playing six tunes,
with bells and drum at pleasure,
ebony and black cases; musical
boxes playing four tunes, mandoline,
black case, all with metallic in-
crustations.
The letter belongs to Member Mur-
togh Guinness (reproduced in The
Music Box 1973. vol 6. No 3.
p r85).

E]IPOSMON INTERNATIONAIE D'OUTILLAGE _ GENIVE I88O

FAIBB.TQUts PE8 PTBSEB 4a MSBEOUE
EN TOUS OENNES

EPECTALTTfA BAE1rETfEg

-3 METtrRT, PETITE & C" D!.

cENtVE -o- L4, me Sismondi, 14 -r GENEVE

SPECIALITE DE NICKELAGE, ZINGAEE, ETAtrTAGE

6ur FER' ACIER' LAITON

Dour irstnnents de musique et de chirurgie, articles militaires ot ilo ladaili.,
robinetteriE, pidcer de grandes dimensions, etc.

Figure 2
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and Petite Sw Frs 10.000 - in cash.
The article number six said more-
over (I translate) :

Each associate promises to de-
vote all his time and care to the
Society. Mr M6tert will be in
charge of the manufacturing and
Mr Petite of the book-keePing.
Exactly one year later, a new

collaborator joined the society in
the person of Mr Auguste Schmid-
ely, merchant, who also lived in
Geneva, and the firm's name
changed to " M6tert, Petite & Cie ".
The aim of the society was slightly
modified and, besides the manu-
facturing of musical boxes, the
company also managed an electro-
platihg workshop. The registered
offices moved to new workshoPs,
at Rue Sismondi no 14. An ad-
vertisement published in 1880 is
reproduced here.

After the World Exhibition held
in Melbourne in 1882, where theY
belonged to the group of seven
Swiss musical box makers which
received a silver medal, M€tert,
Petite & Cie disappeared to give
place de
Nicke of
Nicke no
14, its ite,
in 1884, for the same Purpose.

As you will have realized, the
disappearance of M6tert, Petite &
Cie, around 1882, corresPonded to
the departure of ]acques-Antoine-
Henri M6tert to London. Let us
remember, moreover, that the latter
married Miss Chovin in 1877 and
in May 1878 was born their second
child, Emilia-Andrienne, still in
Geneva. Therefore, it is not imPos-
sible that, before his deParture to
England, f-A Henri M6tert had
been the associate of Louis Petite
in the Society " M6tert & Petite "
and then " M6tert, Petite & Cie ".

Nevertheless, it should be noticed
that Edouard-Henri also called
Henri M6tert (!), cousin of ]-A
Henri M6tert, in other words the
son of Moise Frangoise M6tert, the
brother of Marc-Barth6l6mY, took
up a career as a musical box maker
as well.

Edouard-Henri M6tert was born
on October 18, 1856, at Carouge (a
suburb of Geneva) and was, there-
fore two years younger than his
cousin facques Antoine Henri. His
mother was called Marie Marguer-
ite n6e Vuille, and his father,
Moise Frangois M6tert, was a
mechanic. The father and son seem
to have worked together and
Edouard Henri must not have left
Geneva, and he remained a
bachelor. He died on June 23,1899

at Plainpalais (s suburb of Geneva).
As pointed out, Edouard Henri

M6tert (born 1856 - died f899)
could have been the " M6tert " of
the company M6tert & Petite, but
no information has allowed me to

confirm this or to set it aside.
Maybe that eventual' records

concerning the foundation and
existence of the firm Mdtert & Co
in London could bring us deter-
minating elements.

Van Oeckelen riddle
The hunt for eyidence

of a long-f orgotten
Dutch musical automaton maher

EARLIER this year, the Editor received
the following letter from the librarian
of the town archives of Breda in the
Netherlands, Mr f van Haastert. The
information which it contained is con-
sidered to be of interest to members :
AS librarian of the town-archives of
Breda I have sometimes to look for
certain information in the local news-
paper of the beginning of last century,
t}ne Bredasche Courant. Doing so some
time ago I came across a piano and
organ-builder by the name of Cornelis
facobus Van Oeckelen (I798-f865).
Going further into the matter I dis-
covered that he had invented and
manufactured a number of automatic
music instruments, among them :-
April 1825 - the Salpingorganon, a

trumpet-instrument;
About 1830 - the Hamaton, a wind-

instrument of which no further de-
tails are known to me yet;

April I83l - an Achordic-Piano, a
piano without strings;

About 1833 - xn In5flument known to
me as the Klavieroboe. in French the
Hautbois Clavecin, probably in Eng-
lish "hautboy-piano": no further
details:

February 1838--the Androide-clarinett-
ist, a robot. With this instrument
he toured the whole countrY and
according to the critiques in the
newspapers of the towns where he
demonstrated the Androide he must
have been extremely successful.
I have tried all museums in the

Netherlands whether anything of his
work was still in their possession.
Though the custodians were highlY
interested in my information nothing
of the man's inventions was even known
to them, let alone that they had anY
of his works. As van Oeckelen left the
Low Countries in 1839 for Belgium I
tried museums in that country, 'but in
vain too. Finally Mrs J Lambrechts-
Douilles of the Museum Vleeshuis of
Antwerp gave me your address and so
I am going to ask you the same
questions :

I Is my friend Cornelis known to you,
and if so what do you know about
him and how did you find out ?

2 Are his instruments known to You
and if so how did you find out. Do
you have any literature on the sub-
iect ?

3 Are any of his instruments in your
possession and if so how did you
get hold of them ? If the answer is
no, could you give me other ad-
dresses in the UK where I could
write to ?

Another point is the following. I
have been able to follow his faits et

gesfes until June 1839 when he left for
Belgium. Since then I have lost him.
I have indications that he went to
France and/or England and finally to
Batavia in the Dutch East-Indies where
he died in 1865.

Could you and would you be so kind
as to give me the name and address of
the proper authority where I can make
inquiries as to Cornelis' eventual stay
in London ? Could it be the town's
archives ?

Ihe Editor duly replied drawing
attention to the peculiar similarity
between the instrurnents said to be by
van Oeckelen and those of the Kauf-
mann family. He also nentioned the fact
that a certain P van Ockelen was listed
as an organ-builder and the name was
also associated with clock-making.

Additionally, he pointed out that
some of the van Oeckelen instruments
were referred to briefly in Kurt Sachs'
Real-Lexicon der Musikinstrumente,
and he found references in Sibyl Mar-
cuse's Mzsical Instruments published in
New York two years ago.

Subsequently, he received the letter
which follows :
THANK you so much for youl letter.
Since I wrote you I have obtained quite
a lot of further information re Cornelis.
In short, he left the Netherlands in
l84l for the Dutch East Indies, where
he staved for 14 years. Then in 1855
he arrived with his wife, only son and
android at Boston where the Boston-
ians received him and his android with
enthusiasm. These performances how-
ever couldn't go on for ever. So he
invented a new instrument, the Melo-
dium. After it had been tested by the
great Thalberg it was presented the
silver medal of honour at the Great
Exposition of Boston. Cornelis died
February 20, 1865 at New York. A few
days ago I wrote a letter to the Smith-
sonian Institution in Washington for
further information about Cornelis and
his son Karel (Charles), who became an
excellent musician, pianist and com-
poser.

I do not know when the familY left
Boston for New York and I do not
know what happened to Cornelis' wife
after her husband and her son were
dead. Karel died June 10, 1869, also
in New York. I also do not know what
happened to the android.

eenius like De Vaucanson or not' I
[ave discovered in the meantime the
existence of a dossier with letters of
Cornelis. his wife Amalia, and Karel

Continued on Page 98
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.,GLOVE HOOK''
CHANGEABLE BOX

THE advent of changeable cylinders
made it possible to extend the pro-
gramme of the cylinder musical
box. However, allowing the owner
of a musical box to perform the
delicate operation of changing cy-
linders himself was a problem
which taxed the early craftsmen.
Makers devoted much attention
and thought to the difficulties in-
herent in removing one cylinder
and replacing it with another.

The earliest examples relied on
the user's ability to perform the
operation with a steady hand using
two small hooks. Because of the
appearance of these hooks, their
shape and form, this type of mech-
anism has been dubbed the glove
hook system.*

In practice, three separate opera-
tions had to be performed in order

that the cylinder might be changed.
First the mechanism had to be
stopped at the end-of-tune position.
Then cylinder arbor locking clamps
had to be released to free the cy-
linder. And then, with a glove-
hook in each hand, the owner had
to engage each hook in a special
stud fixed into each end of the
cylinder, and gently lift it out. Some
boxes, such as the hand-changed
model shown on page 272 et seq
of Volume 7, were provided with
guides so that the cylinder pins
were kept clear of the comb teeth
during changing. Certainly a care-
lessly-handled cylinder or a failure
to understand what had to go where
could result in expensive damage
to either or both comb and cylinder.

Once the cylinder was removed
and stored safely, then the hooks

had to be transferred to the chosen
replacement cylinder and the pro-
cess repeated in reverse.

It goes without saying that it is
a prerequisite of the success of any
such system that the changing
system be so engineered that at all
times the pins are kept away from
the tooth tips. with the glove-hook
system, this was easy to arrange
because the studs for the hooks to
engage with were so positioned
that gravity could be relied upon
to let the cylinder hang in such a
way that the clear end - of - tune
space on the surface of the barrel
was always aligned with the tips
during lifting in and out. Safe
alignment was thus largely auto-
matic. To improve the chances of
success, the blank area of the cylin-
der was usually extended to per-
haps twice the normal width, i.e.
the cylinder was pinned so that the
tunes occupied, say 340deg rather
that the usual 350deg of a complete
360deg of revolution.

Earliest of a breed
Glove-hook musical boxes are

among the earliest of the breed of
changeable boxes. It should be
made clear, perhaps, the difterence
between changeable and inter-
changeable. With the changeable
mechanism, at the time it was
manufactured a small number of
replacement cylinders would be
made to fit that one particular
mechanism. Because it was felt that
the fits and tolerances of the musi-
cal box precluded the cylinders
made for one mechanism fitting
into another mechanism, each of
these changeable pieces is a unique
work. Once production had reached
the stage of proper jigging and tool-
ing, it became possible to manu-
facture a standard type of mechan-
ism into which any standard type

tGlove hooks, found today in neces-
sors, thimbles and

necessitY to the
he past. Her fine
laced up and this
at the lacing with

a small metal hook usuallY with a
handle decorated in mother o'pearl or
of silver. The hooks used here in this
tvoe of musical box had steel hooks
wiitr tuned wooden handles. Thev
looked not unlike the hooks used in
carpet-weaving. The style of mechanism
is also sometimes called "crochet-hook"
for the same reason.
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Left can be seen the securing clamp
for the cylinder arbor in the closed
position. This is also visible in the
two pictures below which clearly
show the multiple leaf springs
which, when the clamp is closed,
press th,e arbor end, and the J-
shaped spring screwed to the bed-
plate next to the organ section
which opens up the clamp when the
vertical release spring is moved
away from the clamp. Note the
curved wire spring and the way in
which it pushes the leaf springs
aside as the clamp is opened -thtis is visible in the pictures left
and right. The same pictures, and
the one immediately below, show
the protruding stud which is en-
gaged with the glove-hook for lift-
ing out the cylinder. Bottom left:
note the bar across the organ key-
tails, iust visible right centre of
lower edge of the picture.

of cylinder would fit. With this
type, it was possible for the owner
of a musical box to order a fresh
cylinder or a set of cylinders for
it purely by asking for them to suit
his style number.

The changeable cylinder glove-
hook musical box illustrated on
these pages was offered for sales
by Christies South Kensington on
March 16, 1977. This fine example,
sadly less glove hooks, is in a desk-
top format characteristic of Greiner
and, later, Bremond, the piece
appears to date from the early
I850s. The absence of a tune sheet
from which the box might more
accurately be dated is to regretted.
Six cylinders each playing six airs
are with the box and the mechan-
ism includes a l9-note reed organ

section mounted to the right of the
one - piece musical comb. The
two hooks would have normally
been kept in the shallow compart-
ment on the right of the movement
opposite to, and matching the
control lever splinth.

Tune changing is carried out in
an interesting manner. To under-
stand this, though, it is necessary
to describe how the box works.
First, the cylinder drive from the
heavy spring motor passes into a
short layshaft mounted on two
bearings. The drive pinion is moun-
ted between the two. The great
wheel to drive the governor and
air-brake overhangs the right-hand
of the two bearings and carries on
its right-hand face a drive dog
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which engages in a brass disc with
a matching cut-out which is
attached to the cylinder arbor. This
brass disc itself transfers rotary
motion to the cylinder with another
dog pin and is separated from the
cylinder by the usual style of tune-
changing snail. Protruding from the
end of the cylinder between it and
the brass drive disc is the glove-
hook stud. The actual cylinder
arbor terminates i m m e d i a te ly
beyond the brass drive disc (which
is, of course, pinned to it) in a
conical point which matches a
centre in the end of the layshaft.

As if that, the left end, of the
cylinder were not complicated
enough, the right end contains
some really clever, if basic, engin-
eerrng.

First the arbor. This is finished
oft in a two step cone, the larger
step acting as a limiting bearing in
the brass saddle bearing block.
The second step terminates in a
point which protrudes beyond the
width of the bearing. Now remem-
ber that the other end of the arbor
also ends in a point which is re-
tained in the centre machined in
the layshaft - there is no friction
there since the shaft and arbor
rotate together. To keep the arbor
pressed in contact with the left-end
bearing, the right end bearing has
a set of graduated leaf-springs
which bear on the arbor point.

Obviously the presence of such
spring pressure would make cylin-
der-changing somewhat hazardous.
To overcome this, the upper, hinged
portion of the saddle bearing
carries at its end a piece of round-
section steel which is best described
as being shaped like a small por-
tion of one coil of a coarse spring.
This is so arranged that when the
top half of the locking clamp is
closed, it allows the leaf springs to
press on the arbor. However, as
the clamp is opened, this piece of
curved metal engages with the leaf
springs and progressively bends
them away from the arbor.

This operation is largely auto-

Cylinder end (below) is left one
showing conical arbor end and
notch in snail mounting disc for
drive dog.

matic since the action of locking
and unlocking the clamp is spring-
loaded, no doubt to ensure that
failure to lock the clamp is
immediately obvious.

In the closed position, a large,
shaped piece of flat spring steel

snaps over the top of the front edge
of the clamp holding it firmly
down. However, if this spring
catch is freed, the top half of the
clamp is immediately freed by the
action of a second spring, this one
also flat sectioned but |-shaped,
and arranged so that it is com-
pressed by a stud projecting in-
wards from the clamp. With the
clamp unlocked, then, this ] spring
lifts the clamp sufficiently to allow
the curved spring on its rear end
to start taking the pressure oft the
arbor spring.

Visible in the pictures is the
usual type of brass spring on the
cylinder arbor which keeps the
cylinder pressed against the tune-
changing snail. This is, naturally
enough, on the right-hand end of
the cylinder. However, because it
must be locked short of the end of
the arbor, it is secured with a small
cross prn,

Another interesting feature of
this mechanism concerns the organ

-not, incidentally, a uoix celeste
which was a much later invention,
but a Jeux des flutes-which is
thoughtfully provided with a small
brass bar over the key-tails to pre-
vent their being knocked or bent or
otherwise damaged. Surely a
thoughtful provision sadly dis-
pensed with in later and more re-
fined mechanisms.

Changeable boxes of this type
remain a rarity and although their
use and operation is nowhere as
straight forward as with a later
production piece, they are deser-
ving of a special place in the history
of the musical box.

Heller Jeu de Timbres
Six tuned bells
and serial number

622 characterise

this handsome

looking late-pro-
duction bell box
from Heller of
Berne. Heller was

an outstanding
maker of large

uoir celestesboxes
and produced
some very fine
pieces. This model
is styled leu de

Timbres and was

sold at Sotheby's
Belgravia on 23rd
March,1977.
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MECHANICAL
PIANO.FORTES

In 1933 was published one of the most important of all the
books ever written on the history of the piano-forte. Under the
title The Piano-Forte, Its History Traced, to the Great Exhibi-
tion of t85I,Dr Rosamond E lllHarding packed, 432 pages of
carefully collated and annotated data. Her work, long out of
print in the UK, stands to this day as a cornerstone, indeed the

BARREL pianofortes cannot be
passed over in silence, owing to
the fact that the m,odern mechani-
cal piano,forte in its various forms
has been recognised as an independ-
ant musical instrument for which
music has been written.

The barrel organ with its wooden
barrel and flat wire staples or teeth,
which was revolved by a handle,
was made before the pianoforte
was invented. The barrel piano-

by Dr Rosamund E M Harding

fo,rte was on the same principle;
there was the usual barrel. the
teeth of which worked the action
for the ham,mers. The forte and
piano seem to,have been obtained
by the simple means of making the
teeth higher or lower or by some
adaptation of that principle.

William Simmons
In 1816 William Simmons pat-

ented a barrel and medhanism to

be applied to the organ, pianoforte,
harpsicho,rd, etc. The bar,rel was
set with pins, but these pins were
moveable so that ,the owner of the
instrument was at the liberty to
take the'm o'ut and set out andther
tune. The barrel r,vas levorlved bv
a handle or, if it was preferred, b|
the " porver of spring " (i.e. by
clockwork). There seems also to
have been a means for obtaining
dynamic expression by rneans of
movable pieces of eccentric shape;
but these seem only to apply to trhe
instrument when attached to the
organ. Simmo'ns states that the in-
vertion may also be appl,ied to
" any o'ther instrument the sounds
of which are produced by working
keys or lwers, for which keys may
be used; likewise to a set of bells
a'nd to automarta, or such mechani-
cal figures as are representations of
animals, men, and the like, which
are worked by keys ".

Thomas Hall Rolfe

In the self-acting p.ianofortes of
Thom,as Hall Ro,lfe (1839) there was
a barrel as usual. but the forte and
piano,were not obtained by the use
of higtrer or l,ower staples which
were liable to become deranged,
but by " combining and applying
certain parts or agents immediately
to the spring machine used to set
in motion the self-acting depart-
ment of su,ch instruments, ei'ther
by cormbining the said parts with
the great or fusee wheel, the
bevelled wheel on the axis of the
govenor, or other suita;ble part of
the spring machine ". There is
sometimes a do,ubt whethe'r patents
for pianofortes of a peculiar iharac-
ter were ever carried out; but in
this case there is no doubt that the
pianoforte was eve,ntually made.
The following is an extrac,t frorrn
The Register of Arts in which Mr
L Herbert, civil engineer, the
Editor, informs his reader,s that
" Two o,f these beautiful specimens
of mechanical skill applied to the
most fascinating of the sciences
(and including ithe most recen't im-
provements) are exhibited in the
gallery, ldhere the visitors are con-
stantly regaled by their powenful
melody ".

Mr Herbert then proceeds to

Malke & Oberlander's Adler
Playing discs llin
(28cm) in di-
ameter, size H,
this Adler mach'
ine style 30, is one

of the products of
Ernst Malke and
F H Oberlander
of Leipzig-Gohlis.
First shown to the
trade in March of
1896, it featured
patented form of
spring barrel, vis-
ible left having a
central row of
drive teeth
thrown up out of
the barrel metal.
Hendrik Strengers
has dated the
takeover of the
company by Zim-
mermann as early
1900.
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dilate on the advantages of the
se,lf-actiir,g pianoforte :

These self-performing pianofortes
possess the admirable abitity of
administe,ring to the intellectural
enjoyrnent 0f the many, and con-
ducting an evening's amusenent
with fihe most exquisite propriety
and eftect, without the assistance
of the scientific performer. At the
same time, they do not exclurde or
oppose the efiorts of manual dex-
terity; as inde,pe,ndant of their
solf-acting power, they comprehend
all the admirable properties of a
grand cabinet pianoforte (Uprigltt
Grand) with extra additional keys,
and invi'te the application of the
most expert finger in the ordinary
method of performance.'

From 1829 to about 1842 there
seems t0 have been no great inter-
est in mec?ranical pianofortes, but
between 1842 and l85l there were
no less than eight patents for these
instruments.

Claude-F6lix Seytre
In 1842 Claude-F6lix Seytre of

Lyons obtained a patealt for "piano-
fortes and oxgans which may play
airs by means of pierced card-
boar.d ". He continues thus:

By means of my mectranism, a
person not able to play either the
pianoforte or the organ, and not
everr able to read music, may pl'ay
the most delioate and the newest
compositions of any length, that is,
from the shortest little song to an
entire opera.

My process is applicable alike to
all instruments with keyboard or
with keys.

I have given it the name of "au,to-
panphones ", which is rnade up of
three Greek words a'icls, itself,
*Av all, and o<ovrj voice or song :

that is a pianoforte or organ which
itself sings any kind of air.

In the interior of my pianofortes,
I place the acting mechanism of an
organ, harmonica or accorrdion,
whiCh plays in all keys, and which
accomrpany the pianoforte, or play
solos one after the other, withou't
changing the cardboard roll . . . .

A piece of music of 80 metres, only
costs I franc 50 centimes.

This invention is anotther stage
in the development of the barrel
pianoforte, for the music is no
longer pricked out of the barrel but
is perforated upon paper o'r card-
board.

Alexandre Debain
A still further stage is reached

in Alexandre Debain's Antiphonel;
an attachment which could be

applied to the pianoforte or the
harrmonium bv means of which
music coulil be mechanically
played. An improvod form of this
ca'lled the piano mtcwtique was
exhibi,ted at the Exhibition of l85l
and is descri'bed by Pole thus:

Instead of the tune being pricked
on a barrel, it is formed by a series
of pins, fixed on the plane surface
of a thin oblong tablet of wood, a
few inches broad, giving it so,me-
thing like the appearance of a curry-
com,b. This is drawn, by rack and
pinion, through a frame, in wh,ich
project wedge - shaped ends of
levers, connected by rods with the
hammers of the piano; so that,
when a pin in the tune-tablet
passes over one of these wedge-
shaped lever ends, it depresses it,
and thereby lifts the hammer,
which, when the pin has passed
over, is thrown back by a spring
against the string . . . the mechani-
cal apparatus is made to fit on the
top of an ordinary cottage piano-
forte and may be detached at plea-
sure . when the apparatus is
applied, the usual hammers are
drawn back, and the string ones
take their place, so as to strike the
same points of the strings.'

Duncan Mackenzie
Two years after Debain had in-

vented ttre AntiphoneJ, Duncan
Mackenzie, evidently unaware of
the latest ,improvements in these
instruments, made a suggestion in
his paten,t for improvements relat-
ing to ]acquard machinery for
figuring fa,brics, that instead of the
music itself being pricked on a
barrel " if the ends of the needles
are made to stoike against any 6on-
orous substance, such as the strings
of a piano or the metal teeth in an
organ, a'nd so arranged as to em-
brace the whole of the notes neces-
sary to be produced and that if the
tune be punctured upon the endless
band after the fashion of the design
to be wovea upon ,the fabric, tunes
can be played and varied at plea-
sure ".

William Martin
In the following year, William

Mar'tin, another patentee for im-
prwements in facquard maohinery,
made the following invention in
relation to mechanical keyed instru-
ments:

" In these the musical sounds are
produced by means of a sheet of
paper . . . perforated in a pattern
similar to that used for figuring
fabrics in a facquard loom, in com-
binaticn with a barrel p,rovided
with movable pins, which are selec-

ted by the perforated band, and

Jean-Henri Pape

this purpose at that time.

LIST OF PATENTS
l8l5 (England 4030)

William Simmons
1829 (England 5802)

Day and Miinich
,, (England 5831)

Thomas Ha,ll Rolfe
1842 (France 7350)

Gomel et Boquet
,, (France 8691i

Claude-F6lix Seytre
1846 (England ll,26t)

Ioseph Storer
,, (England 11,359)

Alexandre Debain
1848 (England 12,304)
,, (France 2226)

Darche
,, (France 2402)

Acklin
1848 (England 12,307)

Charles Dawson
,, (France 4068)

Debain
,, (England 12,229)

Duncan Mackenzie (also Ire-
land, Reign of eueen Vic-
toria, 749')

,, (England I2,42I)
William Martin (also Ireland,
Reign of Queen Victoria.
756).

l85l (France 5923, 5th addition)
]ean-Henri Pape (also Bel-
gran Order Number 5255.
Index No 826)
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FRENCH TABLE ORGAN
AN ITEM of outstanding interest
to the student of mechanical music
and its instruments is the small
clockwork table organ preserved in
the Rothschild collection at Wad-
desdon Manor, near Aylesbury in
Buckinghamshire-not too far from
another house much in the UK
news of late - Mentmore.

The piece is contained in a finely-
made inlaid mahogany cabinet
supported on inward-turned
scrolled ormolu feet and embell-
ished with finely-chiselled ormolu
decoration. The upper part of the
case is surrounded with a cast,
pierced and chiselled brass gallery
with corner columns of architec-
tural form surmounted by urns.

Within the case is a l4-note pipe
organ playing music from a pinned
wooden cylinder. Motion to the
barrel and power to pump wind for
the pipework via the cuckoo-tYPe
bellows feeder comes from a gut-
line fusee-wound clockwork motor.

Unusual arrangement
The organ has three ranks of

pipes which are arranged in a some-
what unusual scheme with the
highest notes on the left and the
lowest on the right. There is no
provision for separation of the
ranks by means of stops since the

soundboard is connected directly
to the chest without the inter-
position of stop sliders.

All the pipes are of soft metal
alloy of the pewter type character-
istic of the smaller mechanical
organs made between the mid-18th

century and the early part of the
I9th century. As is not uncommon
in such instruments, natural wood
acid corrosion has aflected the
metal where the pipe feet are
planted in the soundboard.

The tuning scale of the pipes,
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remembering that it is set out in
reverse, is as follows :

agf edc fbbagf edc
This is as transcribed from the

pencilled legend on the keyframe
and the lowest note (the c at the
right)_has a speaking length of 8j
ins. This is the rear-most ran[
and it comprises stopped pipes 

-the pipe is closed off in manufac-
ture by a soldered-on cap. Tuning
is by means of the large ears at
the mouth.

The centre rank of pipes is to
exactly the same pitch length but
to a smaller scale, i.e. the pipes are
each only about two-thirds the
diameter of the back rank but un-
like the former rank these are open
pipes which are cone-tuned.

Finally, the front rank, immedi-
ately behind the pinned music
barrel, is scaled one-half of the

e long-
length

tonally
is not

exactly half its physical length, a
characteristic emphasised between
stopped and open pipework and
slightly variable on the amount of
wind to which the pipes are voiced).
This rank is also open and cone-
tuned.

All three ranks of pipes are open-
foot voiced which means that the
pipes are parallel in form through-
out their length and do not have
tapered feet below the languid.
Pipe voicing therefore must be
carried out solely at the mouth of
the pipe and, as with pipework of
this type, the mouths are all of the
dubbed-in form.

A singularly unusual character_
istic of this organ is the fact that it
plays no fewer than 16 tunes.
Normally this type of mechanical
organ plays a repertoire of eight or
l0 melodies. Such an extensive
repertoire is not
precedent. The
made by Primiti
played music by Haydn each had a
large programme, clocks number
one and three each playing l2
tunes. But 16 remains a large num-
ber indeed.

The musical clock

So far I have referred to this
piece as a clockwork organ. The
type of instrument also goes by
ot-her names, some less accurat-e
and often more confusing. Mozart
wrote pieces for " musical clock "
and yet this was using the word
" clock " in its general and now
outdated sense. -Clock was fre-
quently used to denote clockwork
and. not necessarily used to imply
a timepiece as being part of th-e
whole. Because of ifre miniature
form of the organ in this type of
application, th-e pipework-' was
understandably small and therefore
h,rgh-pitched in sound, they were
also sometimes referred to as "flute-
playing clocks ", paraphrased into
" clockwork-operated flute organs".

It should be added, though, that
more often than not a timepiece
was included as part of the niech-
anism and in addition to the clock-
work organ. Although the time-
piece and the organ each had their
own clockwork motors. and each
was capable of free and independent
operation, there was frequently a

mears of operating the two clock-
work-powered mechanisms as a
unrt.

turn would at once free the organ
clockwork and play a tune.

, !os.s 9f the clock, while regrett-
aole, ts by no means an uncommon
occurrence with these combination
pieces and, of the very many table
organs which I have examinLd and

. A {ightly smaller table organ inthe Bowes Museum at Birnard
Castle, is contained in a wooden
case painted in the form of imita-
tion marble. This, too, was time_
piece triggered and this, too, has
survived without its clock.

The Waddesdon Manor clock
changes its tune by means of a 16_
pointed star-wheel combined with
a snail cam of the familiar forrn
found for performing a similar func-
tion in the cylinder musical box.

Controls
Two controls are provided on the

organ for manual control. Both are
operated by small push-pull knobs
on the front of the case. These are
visible in the illustration of the
complete organ : the first control
knob can be seen immediately at
the top of the decorative architec-
tural pilaster on the left. This is a
simple 9n/oft control which oper-
ates independently of the detent



pallet and allows the organ to be
played at will.

The second control, situated a
few inches
the first, is
governing
so that a
required.

Windine is effected through an

opening in the backing silk of the
lett trand case end Panel.

The music
Accepting that this outstanding

The short answer is that a fair
amount is safelY deducible. First
as to its country of origin and here
one must be careful not to assume
automaticallY that organ and case

are from th6 same hand, let alone
nation.

Organs of this tYPe were made
in GErmany, Austio-Hungary, and
in France by makers who develoPed

quite positive regional character-
istics to their work. However, one
important feature clearlY Points
thii instrument as of French origin.

the piece has not been striPPed and
examined in detail, and this means

would be shown as H.
As for the case, so tYPical of the

middle to late EmPire Period in
design and realisation, it would be
hard-to consider this as being other
than French, 1815 - 1830' which

brass pins. However, what can be
stated at once is that all the tunes
are of the dance or minuet form, a

deduction arrived at by the absence
of long notes or " pedal points " in
the pinning.

The somewhat coarseness of the
oinnine. mieht indicate that the
brsan 

"alates-from towards the end
of"the period than the earlier date.

The maker

It is, on the evidence so far con-
sidered, impossible to pinpoint the
manufactur-er although this might
well have appeared on the clock
which originally formed part of the
piece.

Nevertheless, it is an exciting

piece than I have so far been able
to ascertain.

Who was JHM?

bum containing a fairlY common-
olace two-air musical movement
i,vith autornatic tune-changing via

for

TI:
Her

Maiestv's Glorious Reign. Draw-
inei bv T F Weedon. Published bY

fo"hn itirrop, 55 Tib Street, Man-

1897 ".--No* this album was obviouslY
introduced to commemorate the
Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria

It is significant that the Pro-
gramme is entirelY (both tunes !)
of Sir Arthur Sullivan's music.
Sullivan (who, incidentallY, was a

close friend of ]ames Ord-Hume
and was the editor's father's god-
father), was at the Peak of his
musical career and his music was
actually requested by the Queen for
her celebration.

Berguer
This four-air cy-
linder box, sold
at Sotheby's Bel-
gravia on March
23, 1977, features
a brass tune-sheet
upon which, in
addition to the
tunes, is engraved
the name Berguer
& Fils' Geneve
and the date 15

Juillet 1863. The
significance of the
date is unknown
save that it was
during the period
when the Geneva
Convention was
being set up.
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ants were the agents for sale in
thts country of a musical instru_
ment called the ,€olian, w,hich is
played by means of wind adrnitted
to pipes or reeds through perfora-
tions in strips or rol.ls of pafer; and
the plaintiffs' case was thit these
perforated rolls, which were sold bv
the defendants, were in fact recordiof the musi,cal compositions in
question, by me,ans of which the
music cou,ld be, reproduced with
the aid of the instrument, coupled
with a ce,rtain amount of hu,inan

nr-
ffs'

Is a roll really music ?

sheets of paper for use in an instru_

are co
ciple;
to be
about
other.

" Conveyed no idea of music "

THE MONTJMENTAL
COPYRIGHT CASE
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bv a sheet of music in the ordinarY
n'otation, but would be in various
wavs less complete. It also appears

to me that, fbr this PurPose, the
rolls constitute an extremely cum-
brous svstem of writing music,
hardlv available without the use of
some-mechanism which, at Present,
does not exist. I think it is improb-
able that any one would ever go to
ihe trouble bf acquiring the art- of
reading these rolls. No question
arises is to the right of the perfor-
mance of these Pieces under sec' xx
of the Copyright Act of 1842.

" Sole and conclusive liberty . ' ' "
What is in disPute is whether

the sale of these rolls constitutes
itt inftitte"*ent of the copyright
vested in" the Plaintiffs under the
earlier part of the act. This turns
o" ttr" ^construction of sec. ii, bY

which the word book is to be con-

strued to mean and include (among
everY sheet of music

b[sh6d' and the word
to be construed to
sole and conclusive

liberty of P
multiplYing c
to which the wor
act, including, th
-"ti". The Jontention of the plain-
iift; it that the rolls are coPies of a
substantial Part of what is found
in ttt" shee-ts Published bY them'
itroueh express-ed in a somewhat
unus"ual and difficult form of nota-

piece of letterPress would be an

ini.ingement of-the copyright there-
in.

The iargon of the Law

have been no less careful to explain

preciselv in point. In Holinrake v'
t.rsweil it was held that a card-

tt coPY t'.

Nystrom postscriPt
FOLLOWING the article on Page
2 regarding NYstrom and his Re-
formlOrsel, an item aPPeared in
the Britiih musical periodical Mnsi-
cal Opinion for March of l9l2
regarding another NYstrom inven-
tidn. Ii will be seen that this
seems first to have been Published
in another Periodical' We, quote'
with acknowledgement to whichso'
ever would so wish :

THE MELOGRAF

of 1842.

What is a sheet of music ?

These latter coincide with the record
tine on the waxed PaPer and when the

pedals.

All Nvstrom's British Patents'
includins those referred to in the
earlier aiticle and above, have been
reproduced in Past issues of The
Music Box. In Vol 4 will be found
7949 on page 451, 2418 on-Pag9-5-18,
and 2910 on Page 519. In Vol 5
will be found- 21,594 on Page 97'
These are contained in our former
series of Patent Abridgements.
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sheets, for the purpose of indica-
ting to the player on the instrument
the pace and the expression at and
with which the said music ought to
be played, the defendants had gone
beyond their rights, and that there
ought to be an injunction to re-
strain them from so doing. Under
all the circumstances, I propose to
make no order as to costs ".

Newspaper comment
THE following day, the Daily Tele-
graph commented as follows :

Everyone who has to deal with
books knows that the Copyright
Acts are anything but models of
lucidity and effectiveness. Nothing,
perhaps, could better illustrate
their unsatisfactory character than
the curious case on which Mr
justice Stirling yesterday delivered
judgement, and the extremely
singular reasons on which he was
forced to base his decision.

Messrs Boosey, the well known
music publishers, sought to restrain
a rival firm from reproducing, on an
instrument called the A,olian, three
of their songs, " My Lady's
Bower ", " The Better Land ", and
" The Holy City ". The instrument
in question is a piece of mechanism
by which wind is introduced

through perforations in sheets of
paper to pipes and reeds; and,
though the Copyright Act 1842
distinctly gives protection to sheets
of music as constituting books
within the meaning of the statute,
it is by no means obvious that a
perforated roll of paper can possibly
be called " a sheet of music ".

On broad grounds of equity
there can be little doubt that a
tuneful air, a song, or in fact, any
musical composition, ought to enjoy
copyright under the same condi-
tions as a novel or other form of
literary work, and that anyone who
wilfully purloins a bright and
catching melody, and turns it to his
own uses, is as much a pirate as
the man who steals the contents of
a book or publishes the stanzas of
a poem. But it is one thing to decide
:these issues in accordance with
abstract justice, and quite another
to establish a right which the letter
of the law can uphold. Mr Justice
Stirling, confronted with the grave
problem whether perforated paper
was or was not a sheet of music,
declined to offer any dogmatic
solution. To perforate is not neces-
sarily to infringe, nor yet is a
musical notation of an unusual sort
the same as musical notation of an

ordinary and conventional kind -at all events, in the legal interpreta-
tions of statues. An ingenious way,
however, was found out of the
imbroglio which at once satisfied
the provisions of the act and the

burglary " as had ever been perpet-
rated. The result is not a little
remarkable. The defendants were
restrained from publishing the
copyright songs, not because the
melody, however produced, was the
same - which is the onlv real
issue-but because they had-copied
certain specifications. The mere
imitation is apparently not illegal,
but an injunction can be granted if
anyone is audacious enough to
reproduce the directions to the
singer and the instrumentalist.
fustice is done to the plaintiff's
plea, but only, as it were, by a side
wind; the full blast can whistle
through the perforated paper of the
Aolian, as before. The defendants
are, in fact, innocent, but they must
not do it again - they must never
write " Da Capo ".

At ',1 .ulgars wltn muslc Cigar d,ispensers with musical attributes are fairlv
common and usually take the form of a barrel witir
vertical doors all the way round. Rotation of a knob
on the top opens all the doors and the musical ones

case (see picture below) a small musical movement.

of Leipzig 
- Brachhausen's partner in polyphon.
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A FLIGHT & ROBSON
BARREL ORGAN

by Roger Booty
THE subject o'f this article is not
in a ,churrch, as \Mere the las,t three
organs about whioh I wrote. This
o'ne is in its proper place, in Pri-
vate ownership. It is a chamber
barrel organ and bears a label,
Patent bg Flight & Robson, No'
l0l, St.Martins Lane, London. They
were in business at this address
be,tween 1807 - 1832, but unfor,tun-
ately the o\ilner can give no Precise
date of manufacture. The Srheraton
stvle case is plain but we'l'l made
with an oval oT imitation gilt pipes
at the front. The dimensions are:
height 341 in, width 26 ins, dePth
18 ins. It is on a matching stand
that has accommodation for two
spare barrels, the overall height of
organ and stand is 58] ins.

The twenrty keys are, from left
to right;

EF#GABCC#DEF#
G A B D A G Tri,ange Triangle
Drum Drum. The three keys before
the first triangle are the l'o'west
keys of the instrument, the G being
the lowest of the three. Trhe o,rgan
is fitted with six stops as follows;

by 5 ins and has one beater for each
key.

The organ plays well and appears
to be in original condition. A
num,ber of new pins and bridges
have been put into the barrels as
there was some damage, most of it
probably having been caused by the
keyframe being in the down (play-
ing) position when the barrels were
inserted. Various other small
repairs were carried out about ten
years ogo, including some new
leather to the wind feeders, a new
drum skin and new teeth set into
one of the barrel drive cogs.

The tune list covers four barrels
with ten tunes to each. The fu'll
list is reproduced here but unfort-
unately only barrels numbe,r one
an'd three survive. They measure
2If ins overall, but no 1 is 4fr ins
diameter while no 3 is 6fi ins
diameter.

The originals are han'd-written
in ink and I have cornpiled this list
mainly from the original. H'owever
some of the titles are difficult to
understand and I have made use
of the lists in Langwill & Boston's
bo,ok, Church and Chamber Bmrel
Orgons to help decipher thern. I
have placed questionmarks against
those I am still unsure o'f. AII
tunes on barrel one have drum and
triangle accompaniement but on
barrel three the maroh only is
acco,mpanied,

FLIGHT & ROBSON CHAMBER
BARREL ORGAN

Barrel I

l. Lady Montgomery Reel
2. F,airy Dance
3. Devrl among the Tailors (?)
4. Paddv O'Connell
5. Casey Owen (?)
6. Irish Washerwoman
7. Where's the harm of that
8. Mr. Kelley's fancy
9. Mallrony's IiCC

10. Murphy Dilany

Banel 2

l. Lady Lucy Ramsay
2. Mrs. Garden of TrooP (?)
3. Lady Mary Douglas
4. Perthshire Hunt
5. Speed the Plough
6. Honey Moon
7. (Pariel?) in Mother Goose
8. Oft she'goes
9. The Sailors TrumP

10. Mrs Murray'of Auickli,ntYne

Barrel 3

l. Saw you my Father
2. Gramachree
3. Maggie Lauder
4. Yellow haired laddie
5. La Pip de Tabac
6. Largo Lee
7. Come tho'u rosy daughter/boY
8. Tftre Goddess of LibertY
9. Garland of Love

I0. Montgomerys March

Barrel 4

The 104 Psalm
German Hymn
Easter Hymn
The 23rd Psalm
Sicilian Mariners HYmn
Morning Hymn
New York
The 92 Psalm
The 100 Psalm
Evening Hymn
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KDITH HABDING
and his unique Team of Craftsmen

n.o": present

IHB

SILVER JUBILEE

POLYPHON

A re-creation of the popular Style 104 coin

operated Polyphon with ll8 teeth in the music

combs, supplied in a highly finished walnut case,

playing discs, old or ne\tr, I9E' (50cm) in
diameter. This is the largest new musical box

being made in the world today, custom built to
your special order, with ten new discs supplied

free with each instrument.

Extra discs available, also all spare parts.

The disc storage bin and the carved walnut

pediment are optional extras and can be supplied

seperately.

%4

ol+

*

This is the culmination of many years of research into musical box technology.

It has been made by a Team of more than twenty Craftsmen, all working under

our direction and under contract to us. This instrument and its component parts

are supplied only by :-

trIrerrH HAR,DTNG, 98 HORNSET B,OAD, T,ONDON N? 6IDJ, ENGr-/ANID
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York Regional Meeting
THE Winter Regional Meeting of
the Musical Box Society of Great
Britain was held at York on Satur-
day, March 5, 1977 in conjunction
with a British Rail winter Break
travel and accommodation scheme.
The venue was the Viking Hotel on
the bank of the River Ouse in the
heart of this ancient city.

Organised by Jon Gresham of
near-by Driffield, the programme
began on the Friday evening in this
modern and comfortable, if some-
what overheated, building. A film
show on automata and mechanical
music was followed by the classic
Laurel and Hardy film The Music
Bor which concerns the attemPts
at delivering a player Piano to a
house on top of a steep hill. This
was received with much amusement
by the many members and guests
present.

On the Saturday, registration
began before 9.30 and all told more
than 100 signed in with 74 booking
for luncheon and the dinner.

First talk of the meeting was
presented by Ioe Pettitt who
founded the Haybarn Museum at
Battlesbridge in Essex. His talk and
slides concentrated on the coin-
operated machines which he has on
show.

This was followed by a break for
cofiee and biscuits after which
Alfred Thompson took the Platform
to describe the discoverY bY his
wife, Grace Thompson, of a remark-
able automaton in the shaPe of a

genuine alarm", everybody filed out
in an orderly rush demonstrating
commendable priority in the cir-
cumstances. Musical boxes and
other exhibits were thoroughly and
quickly evacuated to the safety of
the municipal car park across the
street as fire engines raced to the
hotel. One member, nervously
clutching his Nicole, suddenly pro-
claimed that he'd forgotten his
wife...

Substantiating the feeling most of
us had that the hotel was over-
heated in any case, it was finally
confirmed that the alarm was in-
deed false, the automatic smoke
detectors having probably detected
secretary Reg Waylett's pipe.

Re-assembled in the meeting

room, we continued with Alfred
Thompson's talk which forms the
basis of an article on a later page.
The unscheduled break for fresh-
air and fire department demon-
stration had set back the pro-
gramme by something like haf an
hour which was added on to the
luncheon interval.

The meeting began again at 2.30
with a talk by Geoff Worrall on
the restoration of his Aeolian
Orchestrelle and members were
able, by means of slides, to see what
a first class job he has made of it.
From a condition of total digestion
by moth, Geoff has succeeded in

Grace Thomp.
son's automaton
temple (top) seen
with one door
open. The maker's
mark impressed
on part of the in-
terior work is re-
produced more
than twice actual
size above. Can
anybody identify
this mark? Right
is the amazing
clockwork spider
from the Bowes
Museum. It is
wound from un-
derneath and has
a case of silver ,

and legs of steel.

bringing back to life this player
organ with a number of innova-
tions, not the least being the use of
modern synthetics for the covering
of bellows and pouches. Another
improvement he has made was the
provision of self-seating valves
(to be described on a later page).

The next talk and demonstration
was given by Miss Sarah Medlam
from the Department of Furniture
and Woodwork at the Bowes
Museum, Barnard Castle. She had
brought with her a number of
pieces from the museum's collec-
tion of automata both musical and
otherwise. These included a small
French table organ driven by clock-
work, several automaton watches,
a clockwork tarantula spider of the
type which Maillardet made, and a
gold clockwork spider attributed to
Maillardet and dating from about
1820. This last-mentioned piece has
a moulded leather case in which
it can be carried safely.

Miss Medlam's talk and later
demonstration included a short
film of the famous silver swan in
motion. The audience saw how
this masterpiece mimmicks so
authentically the preening motions
of a real swan and then lower its
head to, apparently, pluck a fish
from the simulated water (rotating
twisted glass rods) before it. The
" fish " is actually contained in the
swan's throat and as the head
lowers the fish is thrust down to
appear across the bird's beak as if
indeed it had been plucked from
the lymph.

After tea came a feature entitled
" An Item from my Collection " in
which selected items were invited
to be demonstrated by their owners.
These ranged from a most attrac-
tive Hicks portable barrel piano,

/
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through a viox celeste orchestral
musical box to a very early Sym-
phonion disc box with single, early-
pattern projections.

That concluded, discussion ano
exhibition time began. Committee
member Alex Duman. rumoured to

be the only man ever to have suc-
ceeded in abstracting blood from a
boulder, decided to beat the earlier
record for a Society raffie and, with
prizes which included a leather
jacket, a fine worsted suit length
and a dancing doll musical box, he

succeeded in his self-appointed task
and made f,150 for the funds.

Cocktails and open discussion
preceded dinner after which there
was a cabaret act demonstrating
mind reading.

The Sunday being left free was
open for members and guests to
visit the near-by York Museum, the
Minster and the Railway Museum,
all within easy walking distance.
Fine weather found members strol-
ling the ancient cobbled streets and
agreeing with each other as to the
success of the meeting.

Organising secretary ]on Gres-
ham is to be warmly thanked for
arranging such a well-planned meet-
ing which was distinguished by the
number of new members present,
plus a number who had not hitherto
been able to attend a meeting.
Society founders Dr Cyril an-d
Bertha de Vere Green attended as
did our Vice President, Hughes
Ryder, from New |ersey in the
company of his son, Stephen, who
is very active in the manufacture
and overhaul of musical automata
with his brother Gere.

Made about 1820 and attributed to Maillardet is this beautiful example
of craftsmanshipa clockwork mouse. The case is in chased and chiselled
gold, the tail is plaited gold and the eyes are of gemstones. One of the
items on show from the Bowes Museum.

THERE are those who maintain
that ragtime and piano jazz has
never died. Others, in particular
the younger among us, claim to
have discovered it and have given
it a new lease of popularity.

Of course, we " oldies " were
talking about Scott ]oplin long
before he enjoyed a universal come-
back following the use of his music
in The Sting several years back.
Since then. the old masters of the
piano such as Art Tatum, Fats
Waller and Eubie Blake have be-
come sort of public property leav-
ing the lifeJong iazz fanatrc with
no name to practice " one-uPman-
ship " in jazz, ragtime, blues or,
most " in " of all, stride. Indeed the
pedagog who could talk for hours
about the difference between a
characteristic three-strain rag and
the style of James P johnson now
finds that everybody knows just
what he's talking about.

Which leads me to a rather
extraordinary record of piano roll
ragtime. Something comPletelY
different is Presenting Iohn Farrell'
The
Solois
lished
Piano
lnn" 62 Hanover Gardens, Ilford,
Essex 1G6 2RA. Don't be Put oft
by the obscure motoring connota-
tions of " auto-roll ". This is prob-

ably a dialectal form of "piano-roll".
The record is extraordinary not

only for its peculiar title so much
as for the music it contains - 22
tracks of 22 piano rolls hand-cut
from the artists' original scores by
a youthful player-pianist called
fohn Farrell. Farrell turns out to be
a partner in the PRC. |ust to make
it clear that these are not old rolls,
I'll say again that John Farrell has
cut all the piano rolls himself from
contemporary published music.

The rolls are played on a Duo-
Art grand (from the excellence of
the recording and the sound of the
piano I suspect it's a Steinway) and
are of music not on roll before.

A number of the pieces on this

The Moto - Music Co (Lim)
The above firm at 43 Eyre Place,

Edinburgh, are now making a player
action which can be fitted to any make
of piano without building out the case,
and with the spool box on " eye level ".
To all the players is fitted Professor
Bryan's touch control which. does not
require specially cut or prepared music.
It is claimed for this touch control that
it enables the performer to accent with-

Musical Opinion, IuIa 1915

record are available on piano roll
on the lazzmaster label and are
available from the PRC. The com-
pany warns, though, that " some of
the titles will give your instrument
a real work-out " and accepts no
responsibility for damage to your
prano. . .

Mr Farrell turns out to be a most
talented roll-perforator ild, al-
though the rolls might be con-
sidered to be metrically-cut and
hence rather mechanical in their
interpretation, this is far from the
truttr. The record is an unreserved
" must " for the ragtime buff. If
the production piano rolls are as
good as on the record, then they
should sell like hot cakes. A O-H

The Electrelle
Calling recently at Messrs I & J Hop-

kinson's factory, we had pleasure of
seeing and hearing the latest model of
the " Flexotone Electrelle ". This ex-
ceeding responsive electrically operated
player is being assiduously pushed by
the Ameriean Piano Co on the other
side of the Atlantic, and Messrs Hop-
kinson (the British agents) feel sure
that they can do equally well with it
here. The new model is of full compass,
and we were particularly struck witl
its flexibility and ease of control. No
player piano could have been more
responsive, and every shade of expres-
sion was most clearly brought out.
Messrs Hopkinson are bringing into use
as a part of their factory, a building
hitherto used as a warehouse. This has
been made necessary by the increased
floor space required for the manufac-
ture of grands.

Musical Opinion, Nooember 1916
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BACIGALT.JPO 48.KE,Y
STREET BARREL ORGAN

THE celebrated Berlin manufac-
turer, Bacigalupo produced many
street barrel organs of various
sizes. Of those types found among
collections today, 45 keys is the
size which would be considered a
very large one (cf. Weiss collection,
for example). However, an except-
ional example of the 48-key organ
appears today in the collection of
Mr facques Binder, a French mem-
ber of the AAIMM, writes Anthony
Chaberlot.
The basic data of this instrument
are the same as that for the 42 -
45 key type. However the piece
pictured here is thought unusual
enough to warrant our taking a
close look at its features.

The case is Yery ornate and
measures 82 cm (32in) wide, 43cm
(l7in) deep, and 75 cm (29in) high.
In the picture above can be seen
the rich carving of the lower facade.
The centre panel is removed to re-
veal the piccolos and clarinet pipes
(the wooden resonators point
downwards as is normal).

Centre picture, leff shows details
of the rank of l8 piccolo pipes.
fust behind is the rank of l8 violin
pipes tuned to the sane pitch as
the piccolos and both on registers.
Left is a view of the impressive
combination of pipes in the lower
part of the case showing extensiYe
use of multiple nitring of the pipes.
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The large number of keys (48) in a
limited size of framework necessi-
tates a reduction in the number of
tunes played. The instrunent
features seven tunes on the barrel.
The barrel included with the organ
was made by Wilhelm Bruder
Siihne in the first decade of this
century. We enioyed several very
good tunes from the instilmsat,
including two waltzes and a
surprising fox-trot

Below is the detailed scale of the
Bacigalupo ,18-key org:rn. Note that
the 48 keys are not shown in the
order of the kelrame in order to
illustrate more clearly the scale and
compass of the organ.

Four registers can be used, a fifth
being always in use (bass and
medium stopped pipes). The two
treble registers, namely violin and
piccolo (18 notes on each rank)
play only the embellishments (orna-
ments) of the music since the two
are operated fron particular keys.
The total number of pipes in the
organ is 1ll.
Pictures b1t Anthong Chaberlot.

Violin pipes
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POLYPHON
PUZZLE
FIVE years ago, in volume 5 on page 243, we
published some pictures and details of an unusual
Polyphon hall clock owned by member ] D Weir.
Certain peculiar characteristics of this piece eluci-
dated no comment from members. In the hope
that the mystery might be solved, here is a resume
of the puzzle presented by this piece.

The weight-driven Lenzkirch-style clock em-
bodies an unusual endless-chain winding system
for its weights. The musical movement is the
familiar l5]in (39'5cm) size, but there all similarity
appears to end. Usually Polyphon clocks are
weight-operated : in this one the musical movement
is spring-driven with an automatic stop operated
by a count wheel. It is coin-operated.

Two combs are used. both of unusual form and
totalling 152 teeth. Apart from the bass teeth on
each, which are square cut, the tips of the
remainder are all brought to a point cylinder move-
ment style. There are no fewer than 142 starwheels
and except for the last t0 which are mounted
singly, the wheels are mounted in pairs, two to
each slot in the star-wheel gantry. Each wheel is

barely half the thickness of a normal
star wheel.

The combs, when correctly set (theY
have robust steady pins or comb dowels
to preserve location), are played by
these paired wheels, one serving the
upper comb, the other the lower. Felted
copper strip dampers are set beneath
the tips of the teeth and act on small
pins about |in (5mm) long which are
set about 3/,oin (3'5mm) from the tip
and project downwards by about "/'oin
(7mm). The dampers are shaped like a
flag on a stick as described in detail in
the earlier article. The only brake for
the star-wheels is formed by the top
comb dampers.

As both star-wheels together form
approximately the same width as a

normal single wheel, a standard disc
pushes round the two wheels together.
The interesting possibility is that a
special type of disc may have been
intended for this with the projections
so set that they only contacted one half
of a starwheel pair at certain times, so
playing on only one comb and produc-
ing a piano-forte efrect.

Has anybody seen this type of mech-
anism before ? And has anybodY anY

stantial evidence.
The pictures were taken Prior to

restoration by Mr Weir.

pair olavs lower comb.
Lefti liedplate detail and close-up of
stop arm on pendulum-shielded count
wheel.
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JOHN COWDEROY
ANTIAUES Partners :

J. H. COWDEROY
R. COWDEROY

D. J. COWDEROY

42 SOUTH STREET, EASTBOURNE
Tel.: (0323) 2OO58

EASTBOURNE'S MOST INTERESTING ANTIOUE AND COLLECTORS SHOP INVITES YOU TO INSPECT
WITHOUT OBLIGATION :- ANTIOUE CLOCKS, MUSICAL BOXES, PotYPHoNs, PHoNoGRAPHS.
AUTOIMATA, DOLLS, FURNITURE, PORCELAIN, BRASS, SILVER, GOLD, EtC.

WE ARE THE

MUSICAL

BOX

CENTRE

Early Keywind Musical Box

OUR MACHINES ARE RESTORED AND PUT INTO FULL WORKING ORDER FOR YOUR PLEASURE AND
INVESTMENT

FREE OUOTATIONS FOR REPAIRS AND RESTORATIONS TO MUSICAL BOXES AND CLOCKS BY OUR

SPECIALIST CRAFTSMEN AFTER EXAMINATION

INSPECTION OF RESTORED WORK WELCOMED

Regina Musical Box

Section of a Musical Box Comb before restoration Section after restoration
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CONGRATULATIONS
TO HER MAJESTY

QUEEN ELIZABETH II
ON THE OCCASION OF HER

SILVER JUBILEE
FROM

MBSGB Member Alex Duman

bd:pE
ALL VISITORS, AND ESPECIALLY MBSGB

MEMBERS, ARE INVITED TO CALL AND

DRINK A TOAST TO HER MAJESTY

WITH ALEX DUMAN

at the

,'KRAZY 
HOUSE"

SCOTLANDS MOST ECCENTRIC RETAIL STORE

EXHIBITING FOR YOUR AMUSEMENT AND INTEREST

A LARGE COLLECTION ()F:

* Mechanical Music,

* Steam Trains, Model Soldiers,

* Model Engineering, etc. etc.

GLASGOW CR()SS, GLASGOW,

SCOTLAND
Telephone 041 -552-5354

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK SUNDAYS 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.



STREET ORGAN
with pictures by Judith Howard, BA

to develop the instrument from the
portative shown in Filippo Bonan-
n1's Gabinetto Armanico of. 1723
into a mechanical orchestra des-
tined to form part of the culture
and heritage of the Low Countries.

_ Certainly the Dutch street organ
began as a portable instrument
carried on a strap round the
shoulder of the itinelant musician.
From surviving instruments such
as the Bruder on page 84, we know
just how very heavy these instru-
ments were. Contemporary illust-
rations of the organ-grinder, with
twisted back bent double as he
hobbles with stick in one hand and
his great musical box upon his hip,
confirm that organ-grinders' back
must once have been a serious and
debilitating medical condition. We
read how in mid-Victorian times.
young children used, to be put on
the_ s,treets carrying a barrel organ,
and how their small backs became
deformed with the strain and the
weight.

THE DTJTCH

- Leon Warnies, was, apparently,
the first man to take pity on the
grinder and put his organ on wheels
(see page 219, Volume 7). One
feels, though, that this was merely
an expedient to allow his hirers tb
take out bigger, louder and more
lucrative organs.

But once the organ appeared on
wheels, and once the laughter had
died down, rather like the first man
to be seen using an umbrella, soon
everybody wanted a wheeled organ.
The stage was set for the new
generation of street organs, and
organs from Parisian makers such
as Gavioli and Limonaire, intended
for stationary use, were snapped
up, thrust onto carts and hustled
out into the streets.

Strange to relate, in other
countries organs found wheels, but
there the matter was allowed to
rest. In Berlin a few years ago I
found a street organ grinder. There
are a few in Paris and Munich
while the odd one is still to be

is that their organs remain the

small portable ones which one
would have seen carried in an

ona
I was
organ

Perhaps, like tulips and colourful
windmills, it took the Dutch to
make the barrel organ blossom and
flourish. Today the Dutch street
organ is as individual as Gouda
cheese and clogs.

On fune 7 last year, members of
our sister societ5r, the Musical Box
S o c i e ty International, visited
Utrecht and while there were able
to spend just ong hour in the
Wilhelminapa
the organs ga
these idyllic
organs space
leafy shade so that as you walk
away from one organ your attention
is gently focussed on another in-
strument a short walk away.

Founder of the new Mechanical
Organ Trust (see page 52) is |udith
Howard and here follows some of
her pictures taken that day in 1976
along with a few taken elsewhere
in Holland.

note gedakt and matching l5-note open flue.
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Right: From the hands of Anton Pluer of Bussum
coires the 90-key Rosita. The melody section co-mprises
an 8ft violin celeste, 8ft bourdon celeste, vox humana

melody is pro-
4ft), and a 16ft
f, the orgaq is

'Rositawals ".

early days.

Gouda (where this picture was taken) today.

Left: An 89-key Gavioli, De Leeuw Gquioli, belongs to

the Lions Club in Tiel. It was restored by Carl Frei inr
in 1974-75 and bears the serial number 7316' lt survives

as one of the few remaining Gavioli organs on the steets

of Holland today. The name, Leeuw, means " lion " and

the organ was manufactured in Paris sometime around

the turn of the centurY.
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Right: After the daparture of the famous [nsfsldam
street orian De KIok to Australia last year, it comes as
a surprise to see this organ on the streets of filburg.
Called De Klok 1/ it bears a stylistic resemblance to its
ilustrious sister " down under " an4 like De Klolc, it has
a similar parentage although it is not in the same musical
bracket. Built by Mortier in 1925 (serial number 988) it
was rebuilt by Carl Frei two years later and is today
owned by Nelemann in Breda. Compare with the picture
on page 52.

Right: Another instrument from the workshop of Anton
Pluer is De Harmonika. Once more it is to the 9&key
Carl Frei scale and emerged, restored with additions in
about 1975. Originally built by De Vreese, it was the
property of Henk Mohlmann and was called. Accordeon
Orchestre. It originally included an accordeon on the
lront an addition which has, happily, not been preserved.

Right: Carl Frei created the organ called The Flowergirl
(De Bloememeid) in 1933 as a T2..key instrr nent with
biphone and micaflute (vibratone) registers. A chequered
career during the war followed by a flood left the organ
in a sad state. It was restored in 1958 by Anton Pluer
and now belongs to the brothers Roos in The Hague
where the picture was taken last summer.

Left: A big organ by many standards, Het Broadwag-
Orgel began life as a Gavioli and was altered by Mortier
to an 80-key style. For years it was named De Kaasdrager

- the cheese-carrier. Finally it was restored and given
a more commercially-attractive name by Anton Pluer in
1975. A feature of the instrument is its two wings con-
taining open metal pipework. This efiectively conceals
from vision the percussion.

Left: Called the De Cementmolen (cement-mixer) on
account of the large wheel with which it is played" this
organ, a 9Gkey Carl Frei, went to Monnikendam in 1955
and performed well inthe orgelfesf. The owner celebrated
well and, driving home with the organ behind his truck,
attempted to pass under a low bridge at high speed. He
succeeded, but the organ was completely wrecked. The
remains went to Henk Roos in Rofterdam who has
lovingly restored it to mint condition.
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The Kensington Close l-Jotel
quietlyat yourservice

Justoff Kensington HighStreet, this 540
bedroom hoteloffers guests every amenity
firom aswimming pool, saunaand squash
courts to two inspiring restaurants and
intimate bars.There is a wide variety of rooms
available for conferences, dinner dances or
even small meetings. And the hotel boasts
the enviable peace and quiet of its own
watergardens.

For fu rther details contact
The Manage4
Kensington Close Hotel,
WightsLane,
KensingtonwSsSP
Tel: O1-9.378170

Selected by the Musical Box Society of
Great Britain as the venue for its
Summer Meeting, June 3rd-6th. 1977
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GET ACOUAINTED WITH A.I.G. !

foin the many MBSGB friends who order from
A I G regularly. In stock we have over 500
automatic musical instruments including dozens
and dozens of Polyphons, Symphonions, cylinder
music boxes, nearly two dozen different repro-
ducing grand pianos, and so on. Whatever your
needs are, chances are we have it-and the
prices you will find are very reasonable. In fact,
many MSBGB members have found that our
low prices in combination with our reasonable
shipping rates (we are located right near a sea-
port) means a total lower imported price than can
be found anywhere else.

We solicit your order for our large illustrated
A I G " Review " magazine at 82.50 per copy or
a subscription of fl2 for the next six issues.
Your money back if you don't agree that this is
the most fascinating and most value filled pub-
lication you've ever seen !

AMERICAN
INTERNATIONAL
GALLERIES, INC.
1802 M Kenering Street,

Tel. (7141754-1777, lruine, CA 92714, U.S.A.
MBSGB invited to visit us
during tlrougb Saturday,
9.0 a.m. ational exhibits plus
hundred

Now every hobbyist can learn how to
service.. his-piano(s) - this remarkable new
book covers every detail, in over 400 needle-
sharp pictures and drawings !

Order from your own favourite supplier, or
direct from The Vestal Press, Box 97, \resal 92
New York 13850 USA.
Price $15.00 or €9.00 post paid.
(Sterllng cheques accepted)
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DREHORGELN. H elmut Zer aschi.Koehler DDR.21?pp, 8fdns(220mrn 2i.00.

DIE DREHORGEL IN DER
KIRCHE. Helmut Zeraschi. San-

rich, Switzerland. l28pp,
m.m) by 7fiins (I95mm),
in text. Sw. Fr. 14.80.

DREHORGELSTUCKLEIN AUS
DEM 18. JAHRHUNDERT. Ilel-
mut Zeraschi. Editions Peters,
Leipzig, DDR. 28pp, I}|ins (223
mm) bg Ttins (190mm), line illust.
in text. Boards.

These three works are taken
together here for three main rea-
sons. First they are all the work
of the redoubtable barrel organ
historian of Leipzig's Karl Marx
Museum, Dr Helmut Zeraschi.
Secondly they all consider various
aspects of the same subject - the
barrel organ. Thirdly they are all
in German.

Dr Zeraschi was born in Giirlitz
in l9ll and is a musicologist and
advisor to the music-publishers
Breitkopf & Hiirtel among others.
In I97l his Buch oon der Drehorgel
was published. The new woik,

Drehorgeln, is an expansion of this
and is a most valuable historv of
the mechanical organ in East
Europe. After an introductory
chapter on mechanical musical in-
struments in general, comes a chap-
ter on the history of the barrel
organ. The serinette is the subject
of the following section which in-
cludes illustrations of the instru-
ment in the Victoria & Albert
Museum, London, and a remarkable
specimen made in the form of a
book.

_ A lengthy chapter on Die eng-
Iische Drehorgeln (the English
barrel organ) is-based somewhal on

Lyndsey
catalogue
Internat-

ional Congress of Organists by Lady
jeans in the summer of 1957. A
description of the mechanism,
illustrated by plates from Dom
Bedos is followed by a chapter on
that most elusive part of the whole
barrel
grinde
mann.
he is no longer known as the
Leierkastenmann, and as for the
Drehorgelspieler,weTl . . .

The music of the barrel organ is
discussed in detail in the neit sec-
tion and then the author looks at

clurches in continental Europe,
the chulch 

-bar-rel organ was pecu_
liar to England and lt was in the

made in
that the
om its
ins.

So often it is overlooked that
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Belle Vue Antiques
Kent Road, Con$resbury, Near Bristol' BSf9 sBD'

TeL STD (0934) Yatton 832220

CYLINDER REPINNING SERVICE

The cost is based on the cylinder diameter since this is directly related to the total area to be

pinned and hence to the work required.
COST PER INCH OF CYL. LENGTH
S5'25 t

85.25 |

t7'?2\, Plus VAT in U.K.'" zi to li f8'25
,, rI to rt s9'25',, 3i to q* Elo'25

Example:- Cyl. dia. 2!" approx.length ll" is within the band l|" to 2f," chatged at E6'25

pJTttgtn. Therefore cost is s6'25 x lI : f-68'75 plus VAT'
The cylinder with its arbor, pinio.n_, _spring and-change snail should be sent. Co-mqletion time at

Dresent about six mont[-s. A qrioixio" *iU ti seint before *ork is started. Invoice will include return

il;d;, -;;;ii"; ;e'e;ii"".y =.h;E;a: Cvil"a". returned on receipt of payment. customers mav bring
ind collecl work themselves by appointment.

Work from Overseas
ffidinsurepackageandspecifywhetheritistobereturnedbySeaorAirMaiI.
Payment to be made by Sterling Draft.

Please note
rass cylinders. Plated cYlinders
ire deplating and rePlating.
for regrinding.

on after examination. 
care'

More than one hundred cylinders have been successfully completed to date

CYLINDER DIAMETER INCHES

scribed from ISth century instru-
ments. Two tinY tunes - a Prelude
and a march - start us off. These
come from a l7l2 work on tunes
to play to teach Your canary to
sing.

These are followed bY the more

organ, magic lantern and PeePshow-
man - der Guckkastenmann.

This is a most attractivelY
produced little book also first
bublished in 1973 and distinguished
bv the fact that it is entirelY
hind-lettered in fine italic script.
The musical notation is equallY

distinctive in its truly exquisite
graphology. Each piece of music is
annotated fully and contemporary
line illustrations are interlarded
with the music.

The history of the mechanical
organ is the richer bY these three
fine works. A O-H

CALENDAR
r977
June 3rdr 4th' 5th
Musical Box Society of Great Britain

Annual General Meeting, London,
Eneland.

4th l(aroussel - und Drehorgel - Festival,
Hannover, West GermanY.

Seotember 9th, l0th' llth
Mrisical Box Society Int Annual Con-

vention. Cleveland, Ohio' USA.

October l5th
Musical Box Society of Great Britain

Winter Meeting, London, England.

1978
Iune 2nd, 3rd' 4th
Musical Box Society of Great Britain

Annual General Meeting, London,
Eng]and.

Seotember 29th' 30th' October lst
Mrisical Box Society Int Annual Con-

vention, Sarasota, Florida, USA.

DuliciDarion.

Members in the News ...
O When BBC's London evening
programme Natio'nwide went on a
toui of the city to seek out odd
trades carried on, the TV cameras
found Keith Harding's shoP. The
programme, screened March 9,
ihowed some of Keith's artizans
beavering away on musical boxes.
Keith was interviewed and
crammed a lot of good words into

the brief minutes allotted him.
One item he was not able to show
is the machine which he has
promised to take the wraps oft_ at
the Summer Meeting. It is under-
stood to be a brand new rePlica
which looks like an upright PolY-
phon and sounds accordinglY. And
iurthermore it is understood to be
non-electronic . . . More anon.
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MUSICAL BOX PARTS
CYLINDER TYPE

fr
--I

(Refunded against Orders)

Produced by and. ayailable from:

L. W. Tew-Cragg
7 GOLDSDOWN ROAD,

ENFIELD.
MIDDLESEX, ENGLAND

EN3 7QY

T elephone 01 -804-492i1

| :!:f \

KEITH HARDING
93 Hornsey Road,
London N7 6Dl
0l-607 6L8r12672

MUSICAL BOX MAIN DEALERS
Suppliers of the Best Musical Boxes, also
Reference Books and Quality Spare parts and
Accessories. Lists available.

Beautiful reproduction disc storage bin suitable
for 50cm (198") upright Polyphon,4g.5cm (f9+-)
Symphonion, and other makes, veneered in well
figured walnut and polished to match original.
5275 plus VAT in U.K.
A selection of our parts for 50cm polyphon:_

Star wheels, each
Pediment, carved and polished
Cabinet, exact copy in kiln dried woods,
with pillars, frets, etc., polished
Complete pressure bar
Idler wheels, black nylatron, each
Loose damper springs, each
Coin shutes, old penny, 3ft. length
Pair fan assembly springs
Brass label " I Penny in slot "
Autochange instruction card
Endless screw, double ended blank
Endless screw, finished
Worm wheel, unmounted
Worm wheel with collet
Winding handle, plain
Winding handle with clutch

25p
s78

ss25
s.55

75p
l5p

E3

ET

E2

5op

820

s27.50

[8
€15

E4

Et6
Other parts quoted on request. Complete motors
made to order. Comb repairs, etc.
All parts plus VAT to U.K. Customers.
Cylinders repinned in weeks, not months !

KKing&Ghasemore
Bi-Monthly Specialist Sales

of Musical. Boxes,_Polyphons, phonographs, Clocks,
Watches. Scientific InstrumenG etc.'

A six air musical box, spl.it comb with accordion work
below, ratchet wind, 

. 
case with patterned inlay

(Olympia l.
Fonhcoming Sales :
at th€ Fine Art & Antique Fair, National Hall, Olympia,

London.
June 1sth (Cats fl.2O by post from King & Chasemore,

Pulborough, Sussex.
.July 1_3th (Cats f1.20 by post) from King & Chase-
more, Pulborough, Sussex, tel: 079 gZ 2Og1). Conract

Samuel Camerer Cuss for details
Established 184O Members of S.O.F.A.A.
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Continued trom page 70
and of newspaper clippings, addressed
to a friend of his during his East Indian
and American period. I am bargaining
to have the dossier sent to Breda for
investigation. Moreover I have an in-
vitation to call at the Colonial Archives
at The Hague, where they have Pre-
pared documents for inspection.

You know of course that when De

struction of same without too much
difficulty. The result of the publication
has been that some twelve imitation
flutists appeared, but none of them has
been of any real value, This in mY
opinion means that it took more to
make an android than a thorough
study of De Vaucanson's M6moire. I
do not know yet-and ProbablY never
will - whether Cornelis, exactly a cen-
tury later, had ever heard of the
Mimoire, But even if he had' he
succeeded with his android-clarinettist
where twelve others had failed.

sidered the Van Oeckelen instrument
as to be superior to both, but what
does that mean to us ? How will I
ever be able to judge the value of all
these opinions ? As a comParative
material we only - if we are luckY -the descriptions of the instruments.
True, the Salpingorganon is of a more
recent date than the other two but did
Van Oeckelen know them ?

As requested, I have PrePared a list
of literature on the Van Oeckelen in-
ventions. Note that I found no refer-
ence re tlne Hamaton and the Klauier-
Hautbois in the Bredasche Courant -the local newspaper-but then my set
of the year's numbers is not complete.
I'm working at it.

You will notice that he got a Patent

 tA lost organ. .
SOME years ago' one of the most
cherished of the old Dutch street

America.
of it has
y of our

American members advise iust
what happened to this instrument
and where it is today ?

The organ is called De Vier
Kolom - the Four Columns - and
originally came from Louis Holvoet
in lgZg to play on the streets of
Rotterdam. It is a 67-keY Carl Frei
comprising melody, bourdon, violin
and violin celeste. It was sold to
Gijsbert Perlee who then sold it to
Henk Mohlmann.

It was then sold to the citY of
Holland in Mitchigan, USA. It has
since disappeared. There is a con-
siderable reward offered bY the
organ for its rediscovery. And, of
course. our Dutch members are
most concerned for the fate of one
of their children.

on the Hamaton and the Achordion.

on the other trumpet-instruments.
No patents have been given o! the

Harmonium. The reason most probably
is - I still have to find Proof - that
Van Oeckelen used the moneY for the
application
of his andr
had lent hi
the House
Netherlands and the Oranges have
always shown a special interest in town
and inhabitants).

You will notice that, aPart from the

vention of a Frenchman.
I do not know whether the Patent

on the android has been applied for.

are still talked about until the present
day.

that he was not a Hollander but a
Brabander, coming out of a part of tle
Netherlands that for more than 150

citizens.

Literature re mechanical musical instru-
ments invented by Cornelis )acobus
Van Oeckelen (f789-f865)

r SALPINGORGANON.
Bredasc I 16, 1825.
Neues nDersations
Lexicon aus allen
Stiinden. Leipzig, l8r4-37, page 154.
Algemeene Konst- en Letterbode,
1825, paee 3]4.
Sibyl Marcuse, Musical Instruments i
a comprehensitse dictionarg (correc-

Classified
Advertisements

FOR SALE
ORCHESTRELLE and piano rePairs.
Contact R. E. Store. 0l 567 68t9.
WAI{TED
ORPHENION disgs urgently wanted.
I02", I3+", 16", (approx. 27'5, 34, 40
cm). No quantity to small, Buy or
exchange other makes. 16" machine
wanted. P. McCrossan. The Stone,
Vicarage Road, Hailsham, E. Sussex.
(Phone 842789).
.A.UTOMATA. Send details, photo,
asking prices. Also CLOCKWORK
TOYS. Immediate reply to all offerings.
ferry Cohen.11756 Canton Place.
studio city. cal. USA 91604.
TANZBAR, The automatic concertina
as shown on page 2L6 of the summer
1976 " Music Box " wanted by Swedish
Collector Bill Lindwall, Tottvagen 14
A.S-171 35 SOLNA, SWEDEN.
PIANOLA and organ rolls wanted.
Richings, 5l The Grove, London, W5
5DX. 0t 567 6839.

ted edition) New York, 1975, page
452.

Curt Sachs, Real-Lexikon der Musik-
instrumente : zugleich ein Polg-
glossar fiir das gesamte Instrument-
engebiet (new revised and enlarged
edition of the work published Ber-
lin, 1913) New York, Dover Pub-
lications, 1964, page ]29.

HAMATON.
Almanak ooor de Protsincie Noord-
Braband, 1830.
Patent nr I03, April 7' 1830.
Sibyl Marcuse, page 225.
Curt Sachs, page 174.

ACHORDION.
Bredasche Courant, April 24, 1831.
Almonak uoor de Prooincie Noord'
Braband, l8)1.
Patent nr 63, July 31, 1831.
Algemeene Konst- en Letterbode,
1831, volume l, page 252.
Sibyl Marcuse, page 3.
Curt Sachs, page 2.

4 KLAVIER.HAUTBOIS:
HARMONIPHON.
Almanak ooor de Prouincie Noord-
Braband. 183).
Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung XL
(1838) page 256:
Harmoniphon, oder Klatsier-Hoboe,
erfundenvonlPParis.
La France Musicale, 1 (1838) part
14, page 6:
Harmoniphon, ou Hautbois d Claoier,
invent6parJPParis.
Sibyl Marcuse' page 228, oon Pais
in Diion.
Curt Sachs, page l8l, by Paris of
Dijon.

5 ANDROID-CLARINETTIST.
Bredasche Courant, February 28th,
r 838.
The Oxford companion to Music, bY
Percy A Scholes, London' 1938,
page 552.
Sibyl Marcuse, page 16.
Curt Sachs, page 12.

6 MELODIUM.
Necrologg in the Dagblad uan
Zuid-Holland en 's - Grarsenhage,' May 3. 1865.

If any member has anY conlments
on van Oeckelln or can provide anY
information, please advise the Editor.
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(Norman and June Vince)

We specialise in the Sale and Purchase of all forms of
MECHANI0'AL NIUSIC and CLOCKS

A wide range is stocked and offered at highly competitive prices
DISC MACHTNES
OBCHESTBIONS

CYLINDEB BOXDS
OBGANS

SINGING BTBDS AUTOTIATA
X'IND CI-.,OCKS

This ph in March this year, and at that

liT";t l'dfi*".";nu"ilI""Jr"Jt5n3;
in Norwich.

e toi -\

Wood Farm, Bawdeswell, East Derehurrr,
Norfolk

ON 81145 ONE MILE EAST OF BAWDESV/ELL VILLAGE
Telephone Bawdeswell 230



LIST OF MEMBERS
1204 F D Webb, 22 Wellesley Road, Westgate-on-Sea,

Kent, CT8 8DR
1205 D Wekema, Postbus 328, Assen (Dr), Holland
1206 John W Byron, Whitebeams, Bodle Street, Nr

Hailsham, East Sussex
1207 Mrs ]ill Byron, Whitebeams, Bodle Street, Nr

Hailsham, East Sussex
1208 Danny De Bie, Steegstraat 53, 2490-Balen,

Belgium
1209 MusiC Librarian, London Borough of Lambeth,

Amenity Services, 14 Knights Hill, London,
SE27 OHY

1210 Mr & Mrs f Harry Carmel, 7013 West Crand-
all Avenue, Worth, Illinois 60482, USA

l2ll Mrs B R Laing, 24 Limeside Avenue, Ruther-
glen, Scotland

l2l2 Robert Smith, 20 Dunstan Road, Windmill
Hill, GlastonburY, Somerset

l2l3 Mr & Mrs C W Creighton, 6718 North l5th
Street, Phoenix, Arizona 85014, USA

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
85 Graham Webb, Spring End, Low Row, Rich-

mond, North Yorkshire
ll7 R I M Baines, Top Acre, Langham Road'

Robertsbridge, East Sussex
269 R W Cornelius, 16 fubilee Avenue, Devonport,

Auckland, New Zealand
745 R G Cottrell,45a, Dyke Road Avenue, Brighton'

Sussex BNI 5LE
1039 C Thorpe, Old Barnes, Grafham, Bramley,

Guildford, Surrey
1158 E C M Hollingworth, ll8 Cromwell Road,

London SW7

MECHANICAL INSTRUMENT

MATERIAL SUPPLIES

16 BARBER ROAD, SHEFFIELD SlO TED.

Telephone 665655.

Open 9.30 a.m. to 1.0 p.m. daily.

Proprietor : Geoft Worrall.

We can supply you with all the materials for

rebuilding pneumatic automatic instruments. As

well as British cloths we have the better quality

imported synthetic and rubber materials for

pneumatic bellows etc.

Also stocked, rubber tubing, special adhesives,

butterfly tape for roll repairs, all thicknesses of

cork sheet including Neoprene bonded cork for
gaskets, Orchestrelle parts and reeds.

SEND I5p FOR LIST AND SAMPLES.

SPECIALIST DISC BOX REPAIRS

arfiar roiooer* r[n?ura

J. D. WEIR F.B.H.I.
370 Victoria Avenue, Southend - on - Sea, Essex.

Telephone: Southend 614684.

7 years experience in all aspects of musical box repairs.

Work on cylinder boxes also undertaken.

Services offered include :-
* All manner of comb Work.
* Cutting back. Re-tuning.
* Re-leadlng etc.
* Re-facing star wbeels.
* Setting up and adiusting gantries.
* Motor repairs.

In fact anything necessary to completely overhaul your
musical box.

Work can be collected and delivered anywhere.

Distance genuinelY no object.

TIME RESTORED

LIMITED

HAS IUST OPENED A NEW WORK-
SHOP' NEAR GUILDFORD, AND IS

NOW ABLE TO ACCEPT CLOCKS AND
BOXES FOR RESTORATION INCLUD-
ING MUSICAL, ASTRONOMICAL, AND
AUTOMATA WORK.

TIME RESTORED LTD.,
THE OLD POTTERIES,

DOWN LANE,
COMPTON, SURREY

TEL.: GUILDFORD 810724

ALL OUR STAFF ARE B.A.D.A. QUALIFIED

Print { for Thc Mudcal Eor Sodcry of Gtlaa Ettdo bt ftaad Itindnt Work!, Rmssarc, Kcnt.
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Sotheby's Belgpvia
hold regular sales of

mechanical music including cylinder and disc musical boxes. barrel
organs, player pianos, juke boxes, phonographs, gramophones and

automata.

A Gramophone & Typewriter Co. trademark
gramophone with plaster dog " Nipper "

A Negro musician automata 25[ inch polyphon disc
musical box on stand

A Nicole Frere Overtu.irilli"U". musical box no. A Mermod Frere interchangeable cylinder musical box

For advice on buying or selling, details of forthcoming sales and catalogue subscription forms

telephone or write to

J'ON BADDELEY

Sotheby's Belgravia, 19 Motcomb Street, London SWIX 8LB

Telephone: 0r-235 43ll relegrams.' Gavel, London Telex: London 24454
Next Sale:- June 29, 1977

A Columbia AB graphophone



Tktrt\) ThrrDfng
KEITH HARDING ANd CLIFF BURNETT

and their unique team of super craftsmen

MBunBn oF THE Bnrrrsn ANrrouB DBlrnns' AssocrerroN

MUSICAL BOX MAIN DEALERS

One Of THREE NICOLE FRERES GRAND FORMAT OVERTURE MUSICAL
BOXES currently in stock, all of outstanding quality, with cases inlaid with
rosewood, brass, mother-of-pearl and coloured enamel, this one is numbered

38193, stock number MI600.

OUR CUSTOMERS GET THE BEST MUSICAL BOXES

Keith Hardin€, 93 ffornsey Road, London N7 6DJ
0r-607 6t8u2672


